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The bubble column reactor is commonly used in industry, although the fluid dynam-
ics inside are not well understood. The challenges associated with solving multi phase 
flow problems arise from the complexity of the governing equations which have to be 
solved, which are typically mass, momentum and energy balances. These time-dependent 
problems need to include effects of turbulence and are computationally expensive when 
simulating the hydrodynamics of large bubble columns. 
In an attempt to reduce the computational expense in solving bubble column reactor 
models, a "cell" model is proposed which predicts the velocity flow field in the vicinity 
of a single spherical bubble. It is intended that this model would form the fundamental 
building block in a macroscale model framework that does predict the flow of multiple 
bubbles in the whole column. 
The non-linear Navier-Stokes (NVS) equations are used to model fluid flow around the 
bubble. This study focusses on the Reynolds number range where the linear Stokes equa-
tions can be used to accurately predict the flow around the bubble. The Stokes equations 
are mathematically easier to solve than the NVS equations and are thus less computa-
tionally expensive. The validity of the NVS model was tested against experimental data 
for the flow of water around a solid sphere and was found to be in close agreement for the 
Reynolds number range 25 to 80. The simulation results from the Stokes flow model were 
compared with those from the NVS flow model and were similar at Reynolds numbers 
below 1. The application is then in the partitioning of the bubble column into regions 
governed by either Stokes or NVS equations. 
For the flow of water past a bubble, the error between the Stokes flow model and the 
NVS flow model was determined for 0.1 < Re < 80. The Stokes flow model accurately 
predicted the flow field at Reynolds numbers below 1. At higher Reynolds numbers, the 
error increased due to the high velocities on the bubble surface and the low velocity re-
gion behind the bubble which the NVS model predicted but the Stokes model did not. 
Although this is a relatively small range of Reynolds number in which the the Stokes solu-
tion can be trusted, it is anticipated that the volume fraction of such regions in a bubble 
column may be relatively high, especially in cases where the bubbles are approximately 










which introduces the Stokes approximation for low-Reynolds number bubbles and Navier-
Stokes computations for the remaining can be solved significantly faster than frameworks 
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1.1 The Bubble Column Reactor 
The bubble column reactor is often used in industry due to its high heat and mass transfer 
rates as well as its simplicity of design and hence ease of construction for even large 
liquid volumes (Jakobsen et al., 2005). Typical processes which use bubble columns 
include absorption, bioreactions and catalytic slurry reactions. The bubble column reactor 
consists of an upright cylindrical or rectangular vessel, with an aspect ratio typically 
between 2 and 10 (Lapin and Lubbert, 1994). It contains a liquid through which a gas, 
fed in at the bottom via a sparger, is bubbled. In most columns the gas is fed in at a 
central point at the bottom and the bubble plume rises directly above it. This then causes 
an upwards flow of liquid in the center of the column and a downwards flow of both liquid 
and some bubbles near the walls of the column. Figure 1.1 illustrates the flow behaviour 
inside a typical bubble column. This is a result of the large contact area of the gas as 
well as the turbulent nature of the flow (Delnoij, 1998). 
The flow in gas-liquid bubble columns is generally complex and unsteady (Delnoij, 1998). 
The fluid dynamics in bubble columns are thus not well understood. Delnoij (1998) 
categorised three flow regimes that prevail inside a bubble column, illustrated in Figure 
1.2. The first is the homogeneous flow regime which consists of many small bubbles 
distributed evenly in the column. The liquid flows upwards with the bubbles and down 
between the bubbles. This behaviour is found at low superficial gas velocities up to 1.7 
cm/s. At higher gas velocities, bubbles of different sizes move upwards in clusters and 
bubble coalescence and breakup occurs at gas velocities greater than 2.1 cm/s (Chen 
et al., 1994). The bubbles then form a central bubble stream which rotates and shifts 
laterally. The liquid flows upwards with the bubble stream and down near the column 











Figure 1.1: An example of bubble movement in a flat bubble column (Becker et al., 1999). 
































regime is known as the vortical-spiral flow regime. The flow field is dynamic due to the 
existence of more t.han one bubble stream and the movement of the vortices. This flow 
regime is illustrated in Figure 1.3. At gas velocities greater than 4.9 em/s, the flow is 
chaotic. Momentum is transferred by the roll-up and shedding of bubble wakes (Fan and 
Tsuchiya, 1990). At even higher superficial gas velocities the slug flow regime characterises 
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Figure 1.3: Detailed flow structure of the vortical-spiral flow regime for a gas-liquid bubble 











1.2 Modelling Challenges 
Multiphase flow appears in almost every processing technology, where the material in-
volved is required to flow at some stage (Brennen, 2005). Generally speaking, it is still 
an important topic of research in science and engineering. A thorough understanding of 
the multiphase flow that takes place inside a bubble column is necessary for the design 
and scale-up of such reactors (Jakobsen et al., 2005). 
The Navier-Stokes equations, which include mass and momentum balances, are used to 
model the flow fields of the continuous phase and the gas bubbles which exist in a bubble 
column. The solution of these equations are the velocity and pressure fields. An energy 
balance may be solved simultaneously to predict the temperature distribution. 
When modelling a multiphase system, the general approaches include (i) solving the NVS 
(N avier-Stokes) equations for each phase separately, with transport occurring through the 
interface between the phases, (ii) the Euler-Lagrangian approach, which models the con-
tinuous phase with the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, but the dispersed particles 
(bubbles) are modelled as moving boundaries using Newtonian equations of motion, with 
the fluid flow inside these boundaries being ignored and (iii) the Euler-Euler or Eulerian 
method which models the entire system as a pseudo-homogeneous phase. 
The field of multiphase flows covers a wide range of engineering applications, and is 
evolving from one in which empirical data is a major component of the design process to 
one in which analysis and modelling are used to complement design and control (Crowe 
et al., 1998). Typical multiphase flows include gas-liquid flows, which could consist of a 
gas dispersed in a liquid, and vise-versa, or of two completely separated fluids. Gas-solid 
flows occur when solid particles are suspended in a gas, and liquid-solid or slurry flows con-
sist of a solid suspended in a liquid. Three-phase flow could consist of bubbles in a slurry 
flow. A dispersed phase in a continuous phase is defined such that a particle travels from 
one point to another whilst remaining in the same medium. Some industrial applications 
of multiphase flows include spray-drying, where a liquid material is atomized subject to 
hot gases, and emerges as a powder, the removal of particles and droplets from industrial 
effluents, the transport of material by air or liquids, fluidisation and coal powder furnaces. 
The challenges associated with solving multi phase flow problems arise from the com-
plexity of the governing equations which have to be solved with the exchange of mass, 
momentum and energy across moving boundaries. In the case that governing equations 











the dispersed phase, the computational grid would have to be at least as small as the 
smallest particle. An alternative solution is to use the Euler-Euler model with equations 
based on the average properties of the flow (Crowe et al., 1998). Figure 1.4 illustrates the 







fe an Bubble 
Figure 1.4: Diagram illustrating the interacting variables between the continuous phase 
and the dispersed phase (bubbles). 
1.3 The N avier-Stokes Equations 
The Navier-Stokes (NVS) equations are the governing equations for fluid flow. These 
are the classical means of solving fluid flow problems and are widely used in practice. 
A thorough framework of these NVS equations is established here, from which the rest 
of the modelling discussion will draw. This set of equations includes mass, momentum 
and energy balances, which are all solved simultaneously over the domain of interest. In 
this project they model the continuous phase (water) only, and are not used to solve for 
the gas inside the bubble. The mass balance may be represented in the form eq. (1.1) 
(Navier, 1822). 
8p - + V'. (pv) = 0 at (1.1 ) 
In the case that the fluid is incompressible, as considered in this study, where the continu-
ous phase is water and can be approximated as an incompressible fluid, the mass balance 












The momentum balance is given in eq. (1.3). The momentum balance was originally 
derived in the paper released by Navier (1822). 
(1.3) 
The terms on the left hand side of equation (1.3) represent the rate of change of mo-
mentum. The first term describes the local variation of velocity with time at a given 
point, whilst the second term, which is the non-linear convective term, describes the vari-
ation of velocity over a position in space. We note that it is still possible to observe 
non-zero acceleration even if c:;; = 0 because the convective term accounts for fluid parti-
cles being accelerated, whereas the flow field as a whole may be steady. The terms on the 
right hand side of equation (1.3) represent the forces acting on the fluid. The first term 
represents the pressure force, the second the viscous force where J1, [kg / m· s 1 is the fluid 
viscosity, and the third body forces such as gravity. 
The total derivative is often used to represent the terms on the left hand side, thus 
another form of the momentum balance equivalent to equation (1.3) is eq. (1.4). 
(1.4) 
The energy balance equation is derived from the first law of thermodynamics, which 
states that the rate of change of energy of a fluid particle is equal to the rate of heat 
addition to the particle plus the rate of work done on that particle. The energy balance 












The variable <I> is defined in eq. (1.6). 
(1.6) 
In equation (1.5), p[kg/m3] is the density, Cp [kJ/kg·K] the heat capacity and k [W/m·K] 
the thermal conductivity of the fluid. In most cases, these variables depend on the tem-
perature, T [K]. S is the source term which includes forms of energy such as gravitational 
potential energy (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
Appropriate initial and boundary conditions (Be's) must be specified along with the 
equations in order for a solution to be obtained, which is the velocity, pressure and tem-
perature fields in the space. 
The Navier-Stokes equations can also be written in a dimensionless form in terms of 
the Reynolds number, which is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, and is commonly 
used in fluid dynamics. In this case, each term in the NVS equations is dimensionless. 
When doing so, a modified pressure term, Pm' appears, which is the pressure field due 
to the flow only. It is useful for problems where gravity effects can be isolated from the 
boundary conditions. Equations (1.7) and (1.8) are the dimensionless forms of the mass 
and momentum balance equations respectively. 
V'·V' =0 
Dv' = _ V' P. I ~(V')2' 
Dt' m + Re v 
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Turbulence is essentially the chaotic behaviour of a fluid at high Reynolds numbers and 
despite decades of research remains a difficult regime to model and predict. The Navier-
Stokes equations for laminar flow are usually modified to be able to predict turbulent 
effects, although direct numerical simulations (DNS), which solves the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions on an extremely fine grid, have been performed to study the interaction between 
turbulence and bubbles. Due to the high computational cost of such simulations, studies 
in this area are limited (Pan and Banerjee, 1997). Brennen (2005) stated that turbulence 
could result in particle breakup and agglomeration, as well as the particles in turn affect-
ing the turbulence itself. 
Figure 1.5 illustrates the development of 2-D turbulence. As the Reynolds number is 
increased, the flow becomes increasingly chaotic on different time and length scales (Bohr 
et al., 1998). A major challenge in multiphase flow is the modelling of turbulence and 
its effect on mass, momentum and energy transfer. There are few accurate models for 
single-phase flows, and the effects of turbulence on particle motion are important ex-
cept when massive particles are introduced into the system. In turbulent flows, vortkal 
eddies are responsible for strong mixing. These eddies transport fluid via convection, 
which carry energy and momentum. Due to the momentum transfer, the fluid experi-
ences additional shear stresses, know as the Reynolds stresses. The Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations include these Reynolds stresses. Various turbulence models are 
available to model these individual terms, such as the k - c and Reynolds stress models 











Figure 1.5: Rough sketch of flows around a cylinder at different Reynolds numbers, illus-
trating the development of turbulent flow (Bohr et al., 1998). 
1.5 Summary 
The modelling of multiphase flows has many complications which include the dynamic 
(time-dependent) solution of multiple partial differential equations (PDE's) which may be 
non-linear, moving boundaries and many process variables. In addition, the particles may 
experience changes in shape and size and the flow could be turbulent. Such phenomena 
cause the modelling and simulating of these flows to be complex, where a large amount 
of computational power is often needed, but cannot be acquired. This is despite various 
attempts in the modelling approaches to reduce the amount of computational power. In 
this thesis, a new modelling approach will be proposed with the intention of reducing the 












Literature .. eVlew 
Bubble columns are widely used in the chemical industry, e.g., as strippers in petrochem-
ical processes, as fermenters in bioprocesses, as slurry reactors in catalytic processes, etc. 
They are inexpensive to construct and ea..sy to maintain, exhibiting power-efficient mix-
ing. The last is particularly significant in reducing energy usage. However, scale-up using 
dimensional analysis is not possible due to their complex fluid dynamics. 
The hydrodynamics of bubble columns is dependent on the scale of investigation. At 
large scales, the turbulent flow structure is determined by the dimensions of the vessel, 
while on a medium scale, the eddy structures are determined largely by the energy dissi-
pation rate, and on small scales, the viscous forces control the flow structure (Lapin and 
Lubbert, 1994). 
This chapter reviews the field of bubble column modelling by categorising the modelling 
approaches into three parts. The first part includes models associated with just the liquid 
phase, the second part with the fluid in close proximity to a hypothetical gas bubble, 
and the third with both the liquid and the bubbles. Figure 2.1 highlights three regions 
in a typical bubble column, indicating that region one consists of a liquid and a swarm 
of gas bubbles, region two liquid only and region three a single gas bubble relatively far 
from other bubbles. The modelling of each of these regions are discussed in each part ac-
cordingly. Finally numerical methods for solving the associated partial differential model 
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Equations (2.1) and (2.2) are generally solved over either a 2D or a 3D domain. The 
solution to the NVS equations is the velocity vector field and the scalar pressure field 
inside the domain. An energy balance may be solved together with the mass and mo-
mentum balances to give the temperature field. As limited analytical solutions to the 
NVS equations are available, numerical methods are used in practice to solve the partial 
differential equations. 
2.1.2 Turbulence 
In turbulent flows, eddies or rotational flow structures are formed that bring together 
fluid particles spaced far apart. Hence effective mixing occurs which gives high values of 
diffusion coefficients for mass, momentum and heat transfer. Another type of rotational 
flow is the vortex, where the fluid moves around in a circle. The process of vortex stretch-
ing occurs when large turbulent eddies extract energy from the mean flow (Versteeg and 
Malalasekera, 2007). 
For flow at a given Reynolds number, there usually exist transition zones over which 
the flow becomes fully turbulent. For example, in the case of jet flow where fluid flows 
out of an orifice, vortex roll-up which is the ormation of a vortex on a solid surface, 
occurs at the nozzle. Vortex pairing is the coupling of two vortices into a larger vortex 
and takes place alongside the nozzle. Further downstream, the vortices become distorted 
and many small eddies are generated. The process by which the surrounding fluid is 
drawn into the turbulent zone is known as entrainment, and is the main mechanism for 
the spread of turbulent flows. It has been proven experimentally that the structure of 
the wake generated when a fluid flows past a sphere is independent of the nature of the 
flow source for turbulent flows. No turbulence is produced at the centreline, although tur-
bulence is transported across the centreline via. eddies (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
Thrbulent flow occurs when the flow properties: namely the velocity and pressure, vary 
in a random and chaotic manner above a certain critical Reynolds number, Recrit. Each 
of these fluctuating properties can be split into a steady mean value and a fluctuating 
component, which is also known as the Reynolds decomposition. This is described math-
ematically by equation (2.4). 
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v = v + V'; Vx = Vx + Vx '; Vy = Vy + Vy'; V z = Vz + V/ (2.7) 
p= P+p' (2.8) 
(2.9) 
a (p-v. ) a - a ( I ') 
Y ( - -) p ( - ) PVx Vy at + div ,oVy V = - ay + div /1 grad Vy - ax 
a (,oVy/2 ) a (pvy'v/) 
ay - az + By 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
a,o ( -) at + div ,oV = 0 (2.12) 
In equations (2.9) to (2.12), iii and V are the density-weighted averaged velocities and 
Bi is the source term in direction i. Note that equations (2.9) to (2.11) are identical to 
the momentum balance equations for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, except 
that additional terms are present in each equation, which includes products of fluctu-
ating velocities caused by turbulent eddies. These additional terms are also known as 
additional turbulent stresses or Reynolds stresses and are much greater than the viscous 
stress terms for fully turbulent flow. Figure 2.3 illustrates the mechanism through which 
these stresses develop, which is the exchange of momentum between the eddies and the 
fluid due to convective transport. The eddies cause the fluid layers in contact to acceler-
ate or decelerate thus these layers experience additional turbulent shear stresses (Versteeg 
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Figure 2.3: The mechanism through which turbulent eddies cause the surrounding fluid 
to experience turbulent shear stresses. 
The numerical approaches available to simulate the effects of turbulence include solving 
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (Anderson et al., 1984), perform-
ing a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) (Smagorinsky, 1963) or performing a Direct Numerical 
Simulation (DNS). The LES tracks eddies at great computational cost. In the DNS, the 
mean flow and all turbulent velocity fluctuations are calculated on fine spacial grids using 
small time steps, also at an extremely high computational cost. 
It is often the case that time-averaged properties of the flow are adequate for engineering 
purposes, and turbulent fluctuations may be neglected. The solution of the RANS equa-
tions is therefore often considered to be sufficient. In order to solve the RANS equations, 
turbulence models are needed to predict the Reynolds stresses, thus closing the system 
of equations (2.9) to (2.12). These are modelled using classical turbulence models such 
as the k-€ (Launder and Spalding, 1974) and Reynolds stress models (Launder et al., 
1975) at a moderate computational cost, which are used in many industrial Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes. Other models are required depending on the number 
of additional transport equations that must be solved, for example an energy balance. 
In the k-c model, additional transport PDE's are solved together with the RANS equa-
tions for the turbulent kinetic energy k and for the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic 
energy c, in the form eq. (2.13) and eq. (2.14), developed by (Launder and Spalding, 
1974). 












In equation (2.13) the rate of change of k plus the transport of k by convection equals the 
transport of k by diffusion plus the rate of production of k minus the rate of destruction of 
k. Equation (2.14) is analogous to eq. (2.13). The rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic 
energy per unit mass is denoted by E, which is caused by the work done by the smallest 
eddies against viscous stresses. The last two terms in eq. (2.14) are production and 
destruction terms respectively, which are balanced with the last two terms in eq. (2.13) 
by the constants Cle and C2e . This ensures that when k increases or decreases rapidly, 
then so does E, which prevents unrealistic turbulence. Finally, the Reynolds stresses are 
linked to the turbulent kinetic energy by eq. (2.15) (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
-,- (O~ OY}) 2 
-PVi vi = /it OXj + OXi - 3pk8ij (2.15) 
The parameter Oij = 1 if i = j and Oij = 0 if i i= j. 
The k - E model was used by Schwarz and Turner (1988) in the modelling of a gas-
stirred bath which led to results in good agreement with experimental data. In this case 
separate balance equations for the gas and liquid were used. The result is shown in Figure 
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Figure 2.4: Experimental and calculated vertical velocities in the gas-stirred bath taken 
from Schwarz and Turner (1988). 











ever it does not accurately predict swirling flows and flows driven by Reynolds stresses 
which are directionally dependent (anisotropic). On the other hand, the Reynolds stress 
equation model (RSM) does account for these directional effects. The RSM model origi-
nally developed by Launder et al. (1975) is given in eq. (2.16), where 
k = ~ (V1,2 + V2,2 + V3,2). 
(2.16) 
Equation (2.14) from the k - c model is solved with eq. (2.16). The Reynolds stress is 
denoted by ~j = v~vj. The variable Wk is a rotation vector and eijk = 1 if i, j and k are 
different and in cyclic order, eijk = -1 if i, j and k are different and in anti-cyclic order and 
eijk = 0 if any two of i, j or k are identical. Versteeg and Malalasekera (2007) mentioned 
suitable constants for eq. (2.16), based on commercial CFD codes, namely Vt = O.09~2 
and Uk = 1. There are six independent Reynolds stresses and c, and hence seven extra 
PDE's to be solved together with the RANS equations. This model is not validated as 
well as the k-E model and is not used much in industry due to the high computational 
cost and the numerical instability problems associated with the complex equations. 
The use of the k - E model to account for liquid turbulence for single phase flow has 
been used by others in the field for the modelling of both uniformly and nonuniformly 
aerated bubble columns. Schwarz and Turner (1988) found that the use of the standard 
k-E model produced an experimentally valid result for a locally aerated bubble column, 
although most of the gas bubbles only rose through the middle of the reactor. However, 
Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994) found that reasonably good results were obtained using 
laminar two-phase flow models. Due to inaccurate solutions being obtained if the step 
size was not sufficiently small, the time stepping was carried out by performing three 
integrations for each time step. These included two with half and one with the full step 
size, which resulted in a factor of 1.5 of the computational time. This procedure was 
more efficient than using a small but constant step size because the appropriate step size 
was always used. A relatively coarse computational mesh was chosen because the greater 
the number of mesh points, the smaller the time steps needed to accurately calculate 











In the large eddy simulation (LES) approach (Smagorinsky, 1963), the large eddies are 
computed with a time-dependent simulation, similar to the RSM approach, due to their 
interaction with the mean flow. The smaller eddies have a universal behaviour and can be 
computed with a more compact model. The method uses a filtering function to separate 
the eddies based on size. 
Direct numerical simulation (DNS) uses the Navier-Stokes equations to solve for the 
velocities and pressure on a fine spacial mesh with very small time steps, to account 
for the fastest fluctuations. An advantage is that instantaneous results can be obtained 
that are not experimentally measurable so that advanced experimental techniques can be 
validated. The computational power required to perform 3-D calculations for turbulent 
flows is enormous, and the number of computational grid points has been proven to be 
approximately equal to Re9/ 4 (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
2.2 Modelling a Single Bubble 
The flow of a fluid around a bubble may be determined by the solution to the NVS equa-
tions. In addition, the flow field inside the bubble may also be modelled. This section 
will focus on the modelling approaches to solve for the flow field around a bubble and will 
also discuss some methods used to validate such flow fields. 
It is known that bubbles and drops remain nearly spherical at Reynolds numbers be-
low 500 (Clift et al., 1978), where Re=e~u and D is the diameter of the bubble, U is the 
free stream velocity of the continuous phase and p and /-l is the density and viscosity of 
the continuous phase respectively. The free stream velocity U may also be defined as the 
relative velocity of the bubble in the continuous phase. Generally speaking, in the case 
where little internal circulation in a bubble or droplet is present, which generally occurs 
when /'i, = J::.4 is high, where /-ld and /-l are the viscosities of the dispersed and continuous 
Jl 
phases respectively, the flow is similar to that around a solid sphere at the same Reynolds 
number (Juncu, 1999). If the flow around a solid sphere is to be modelled, a zero slip BC 
is applied to the surface, which means that a velocity of zero is prescribed everywhere on 
the surface (Cliffe and Lever, 1986). 
In the case of a gas bubble rising in water, the value of /'i, is approximately zero and 
the solution of the N avier-Stokes equations gives accurate information regarding the flow 











modelling the flow both inside and around the bubble, the tangential fluid velocities and 
shear stresses of the continuous phase are set to equal those of the fluid inside the bubble, 
on the surface of the bubble (Juncu, 1999). In this case, the Navier-Stokes equations 
must be formulated for both phases, and each set of NVS equations are linked through 
the interface between the phases. The solution is easier to obtain when the viscosity of 
the dispersed phase differs greatly from the viscosity of the continuous phase. 
In order to solve for the fluid flow around the bubble without modelling the flow in-
side the bubble a 'slip' boundary condition (BC) is applied to the bubble surface and the 
Navier-Stokes equations for the continuous phase are solved (Clift et al., 1978). This BC 
enforces zero shear stress tangential to the bubble surface, and the component of flow 
normal to the surface has a zero velocity, ie. mass cannot pass through the bubble/liquid 
interface. This means that the bubble acts as a void in the continuous phase. Hamielec 
et al. (1967) used this BC in solving for the flow around a fluid sphere of low viscosity 
and obtained results in good agreement with experimental data for Reynolds numbers 
between 50 and 200. 
Analytical solutions are available for the flow around a spherical particle, but are meaning-
less for flows with Reynolds numbers that are greater than 1 (Clift et aL 1978). Boundary 
layer solutions for Re > 50 are available which lead to analytic forms for the drag coeffi-
cient and Sherwood number. The Sherwood number is '1;, where k is the mass transfer 
coefficient, L is a characteristic length and D is the mass diffusivity. The drag coefficient 
may be computed from the numerical solution for the flow field and compared to values 
available in literature. Numerical predictions of the drag coefficient for a bubble at vari-
ous Reynolds numbers are available, which are in good agreement with experimental data 
(Clift et al., 1978). This framework for describing the flow field of the continuous phase 











2.3 Modelling the Liquid and Bubbles 
In determining the hydrodynamics of a bubble column, the movement of multiple bubbles 
and the flow of the continuous phase must be calculated. The modelling of multiple 
bubbles rising in a column requires techniques which take into account such phenomena. 
Rirt and Nichols (1981) stated that a multiphase flow problem can generally be solved 
by using either a Eulerian or a Lagrangian approach, where the computational mesh for 
the discrete phase in a Lagrangian problem moves as time is stepped forward, whilst for 
a problem formulated using the Eulerian method, the meshes for both the discrete and 
dispersed phases are fixed. In the bubble column modelling work performed by Delnoij 
(1998), a Lagrangian approach was implemented, where Newtonian equations of motion 
were used to determine the trajectory of the bubble. If the dispersed and discrete phases 
are treated separately, ie. equations for mass, energy and momentum are formulated for 
each phase, and the exchange of these properties is linked through the interface between 
the phases, then this is referred to as an Euler-Euler approach. On the other hand, the 
Euler-Lagrangian approach models the continuous phase in the same manner as the Euler-
Euler approach, but the motion of the discrete phase is governed by Newtonian equations 
of motion. 
2.3.1 The Volume of Fluid Method 
Rirt and Nichols (1981) developed the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method which can be used 
to track free boundaries such as the interface of a bubble moving in a liquid. This approach 
was designed for Eulerian problems where free boundaries are deformed significantly, to 
the extent that Lagrangian methods can not be used. In the VOF method, a function 
F (x, t) is defined which represents the fractional volume of a computational cell occupied 
by liquid. Thus a unit value of F implies that the cell contains only liquid whereas a 
zero value of F implies that the cell contains only gas. Cells with values between zero 
and unity then contain an interface. Equation (2.17) gives the time dependence of F as 
it moves through the fluid. 
aF - + (u· \7) F = 0 at (2.17) 
In this method, both the gas and liquid are treated as a pseudo-homogeneous phase and 
a single set of balance equations describes both phases. At each time step, the algorithm 
first calculates the flow field by solving the N avier-Stokes equations, then updates the 
value of F for each cell by solving equation (2.17). A cell interface is reconstructed with a 











using the values of F of the surrounding cells. The position of the line inside the cell is 
such that the volume fraction of liquid is equal to F, and boundary conditions are imposed 
on the interface. 
Delnoij (1998) studied the fluid dynamics of gas-liquid bubble columns, and used the 
VOF model to predict the time-dependent behaviour of a few « 10) gas bubbles rising 
in an initially quiescent liquid. This model incorporated a reconstruction algorithm de-
veloped by Rudman (1997), which used straight lines in any orientation to reconstruct 
the interface. The VOF model was able to predict the motion of a deforming gas bubble 
in the bubble column. The simulations included the formation and rise of a skirted and 
spherical cap bubble, the coalescence of two identical gas bubbles and the flow of two 
bubbles rising from adjacent orifices. 
2.3.2 The Euler-Lagrangian Method 
In this method, the flow of the continuous phase is calculated using the volume-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations. The continuous phase is treated as a quasi-homogeneous gas-
liquid phase. At each new time step, the relevant forces on the bubble are calculated, the 
trajectory and motion of the bubble is determined, and the flow of the liquid phase around 
the bubbles is calculated from the NVS equations. The exchange of momentum between 
the gas and the liquid phase is accounted for by a source term in the NVS equations 
(Delnoij, 1998). The advantage of using a Euler-Lagrangian approach in modelling the 
hydrodynamics of a bubble column is that forces on individual bubbles resulting from 
bubble-bubble interaction may be included. In addition, bubble coalescence and breakup, 
as well as chemical reaction may also be incorporated into the model (Sokolichin and 
Eigenberger, 1994). The Euler-Lagrangian method was implemented by Delnoij (1998), 
who calculated the overall force on the particle (bubble) as that shown in equation (2.18). 
Ftotal = Fp + FD + FVM + FL + FHydro + Fe (2.18) 
The total force comprises of the sum of contributions from pressure gradient F p, drag 
F D , virtual mass F VM , vorticity F L , interaction between bubbles FHydro and gravity Fe. 
This total force is calculated using Newtons second law in equation (2.19). 
dv 
mb dt = F total (2.19) 











the current time and n+ 1 denotes the current time plus Llt. 
(2.20) 
Thus the bubble positions can be obtained from the velocity and the position from the 
previous time step. 
All the individual forces that constitute Ftotal are given in equations (2.21) to (2.28) below. 
Eq. (2.21) gives the force due to the pressure gradient. 
(2.21) 
Eq. (2.22) is the drag force given by Odar and Hamilton (1964). 
(2.22) 
The drag coefficient CD is a function of the flow regime and can be approximated from a 
standard drag curve. The bubble velocity is v and the liquid velocity is u. 
The virtual mass force is due to liquid close to the bubble that is accelerated when 
the bubble accelerates, which causes the bubble to resist accelerating and is given in eq. 
(2.23). 
FVM = - (~! + I· vu) 
1= CVMPIVb (v - u) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
A bubble rising in a liquid experiences a lift force due to vorticity or shear, which acts 
towards the region of lower liquid velocity if the velocity of the bubble exceeds that of the 
liquid, and towards the region of higher liquid velocity if the bubble velocity is less than 
that of the liquid. The lift force can be described byeq. (2.25). 














The hydrodynamic force FHydro modelled the additional velocity disturbance induced by 
neighbouring bubbles on the virtual mass force and is given in eq. (2.27). 
FHydro ~ 3· CVMPIVb (v - u) . VUinduced (2.27) 
Finally the force due to gravity is given in eq. (2.28). 
(2.28) 
Delnoij (1998) used an Euler-Lagrange discrete bubble model to simulate the flow of small, 
spherical gas bubbles in a 2D column operating in the homogeneous regime. This included 
a collision model developed by Hoomans et al. (1996) who modelled the forces due to the 
interactions between bubbles. This Euler-Lagrange model was validated by experimental 
results obtained in literature. 
2.3.3 The Euler-Euler Method 
An Euler-Euler model was used by Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994), which treated the 
gas phase as a pseudo-continuum and the mass and momentum equations were formulated 
for both phases and solved simultaneously. This meant that each volume element in the 
space contained a fraction c: of the dispersed phase. The momentum equations for the gas 
and liquid phases were coupled using an interaction force term. The continuity equations 
for the liquid and the gas are of the form shown in eq. (2.29). 
k = l,9 (2.29) 
Similarly, eq. (2.30) gives the momentum balances for both phases. 
[) (ckPkUk) 
at + V . (ckPkUkUk) 
(2.30) 
= Ck V . J-lk (V Uk + Vu~) - ck Vp + ckPkg ± F w , k = l,9 
Here 1 denotes the liquid phase and 9 the gas phase. Equations need to be developed 
for each set of bubbles with different masses. These mass and momentum balances are 











the fraction c is included in each term in the overall balance, which describes the fraction 
of the dispersed phase or continuous phase in a given computational cell. 
The interaction force term includes forces due to friction, added mass and lift. The 
friction force (eq. (2.31)) is the most dominant of the three forces. 
(2.31) 
Here Cw is the friction coefficient and although correlations for it exist, the value of 
5 x 104~ is a good approximation according to Schwarz and Thrner (1988). This force 
describes the interaction between the liquid and the bubble under non-accelerating condi-
tions only. When the bubble accelerates relative to the liquid, it causes the liquid close to 
it to accelerate. This extra force of acceleration is known as the added mass force, given 
in eq. (2.32). 
F - C D (ilg - ill) 
a - -Cg aPI Dt (2.32) 
The volume fraction of liquid which is accelerated with the bubble is Ca. Cook and Harlow 
(1986) claimed that a value for Ca of 0.25 is sufficient for gas bubbles. The final force is 
the lift force, also known as the magnus force which arises when the bubble rotates. This 
force is exerted perpendicular to the main flow direction. 
2.3.4 Comparison Between Euler-Euler and Euler-Lagrangian 
Two-fluid Models 
In the study by Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994), it was mentioned that both the Euler-
Euler and Euler-Lagrangian approaches should give the same result. The advantage of 
the Euler-Lagrangian model is that each bubble is modelled individually, so that interac-
tions between the bubbles themselves and the bubbles and the liquid can be incorporated 
into the model. Such effects include mass transfer and chemical reaction. Webb et al. 
(1992) stated that the Lagrangian approach approximates convection without difficulties 
and particles of different sizes can be modelled. The disadvantage for dynamic problems 
is that the tracking of the bubbles involves storing the position of each bubble at each 
time step, and the solution of the equations of motion for many bubbles becomes too com-
putationally expensive for larger columns. The Euler-Euler approach however, does not 
require increasing computational power for an increasing number of bubbles, but rather 
for an increasing number of volume elements in the computational mesh. An increase in 











which increases the computational load. Numerical techniques for solving the coupled 
balance equations have been developed. These features of the Euler-Euler formulation 
make it easer to use than the Euler-Lagrange method (Sokolichin and Eigenberger, 1994). 
2.3.5 Comparison Between Steady-state and Dynamic Models 
In the modelling and simulation of a bubble column, the hydrodynamics may be steady 
or dynamic. In this section the advantages of using either steady-state or dynamic mod-
els for the simulation of a bubble column are studied, which illustrate the importance of 
choosing a particular model under certain operating conditions. 
In flat bubble columns, a two-dimensional flow structure develops (Becker et al., 1994). 
The experimental validation of a two-dimensional model can be performed using a wafer-
shaped or flat bubble column. Anemometers are used to measure the bubble or liquid 
velocities in the column. These probe measurements only produce reproducible data when 
the signals are averaged (Lapin and Lubbert, 1994). 
Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994) studied the differences between steady state and dy-
namic modelling for various reactors. For a locally aerated flat bubble column with a 
sparger in the left corner and a superficial gas velocity exceeding 3.3 mmj s, a steady 
circulating flow structure was observed, which was also obtained using a numerical sim-
ulation. This is shown in Figure 2.5, where a large vortex which describes the swirling 
motion of a fluid around a center, occupied most of the column, with the bubble swarm on 
the left hand side of the column. A small vortex was present in the top left corner which 
directed the upwardly flowing bubbles back down towards the center. The liquid flowed 
with the bubble swarm and down along the walls. This was replaced by three smaller 
vortices when the gas velocity dropped below 3.3 mmj s. The centers of these vortices also 
shifted up and down. This was validated by experimental results by Becker et al. (1994), 
where a superficial gas velocity of 0.66 mmj s was used. A laminar flow model and a coarse 
grid simulated a steady solution, which was validated experimentally by time-averaging 
the Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) measurements. When the computational grid was 
refined, the solution became transient, which reproduced the observed oscillations of the 
bubble swarm. This is shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. When the instantaneous velocity 
fields were time-averaged, the result matched with the steady state solution obtained with 
the coarse grid. Thus it was shown that the flow may change from steady to dynamic 
depending on the superficial gas velocity. The hydrodynamics inside the column may 
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Figure 2.5: Partially aerated fiat bubble column (UG = 3.3mm/s): (a) photograph; (b) 











Figure 2.6: Partially aerated fiat bubble column (UG=O.66mm/s): photographs of the 











Figure 2.7: Dynamic simulations of a partially aerated fiat bubble column (Uc = 
O.66mm/s): instantaneous results of (a) liquid velocity field and (b) gas hold-up (Becker 











For uniformly aerated bubble columns, the gas is introduced over the entire bottom of 
the column. At low superficial gas velocities, the homogeneous regime is apparent. At 
higher gas velocities, liquid vortices form at the sparger and move up along the walls of 
the column. Torvic and Svendsen (1990) found large gas hold-up with liquid upflow in 
the column center and liquid downflow near the walls. The problem with the steady state 
Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Euler two-fluid models is that if the friction force is the only 
coupling force term, and the grid is too coarse, then the solution represents the homo-
geneous regime, with little liquid movement. The mechanism which draws the bubbles 
to the column center was found to use the Magnus force with opposite sign (Torvic and 
Svendsen, 1990). 
In the work performed by Sokolichin and Eigenberger (1994), an Euler-Euler model was 
used to simulate a flat two-dimensional bubble column. Above a superficial gas veloc-
ity of approximately 2 em/ s, the flow structure was unsteady. Vortices were generated 
near the sparger and moved upwards along the column walls. The local velocities and 
gas hold-ups were averaged over a substantial length of time, and that result matched 
well with the measured data which was also time-averaged. However time-averaged flow 
patterns cannot be obtained from steady state models because long time integrals over 
flow functions do not vanish, but lead to additional terms, which are difficult to approx-
imate. Dynamic models are necessary to predict steady as well as transient flows due to 
the numerical difficulty associated with the convergence of the steady state solution. The 
disadvantage of solving dynamic equations is that more complex mathematical techniques 
are required. The numerical load is a function of the number of different terms in the 
modelling equations and the convergence rate of the iteration loops, which depends on 
the number and complexity of the coupling terms itself (Sokolichin and Eigenberger, 1994). 
The hydrodynamics of a bubble column may be steady or dynamic, depending on the 
operating conditions of the column and the position of the gas sparger. Generally speak-
ing, a dynamic model is more computationally expensive to use compared to a steady-
state model, but is often necessary to accurately simulate the flow behaviour in a bubble 
column. 
2.3.6 Modelling Bubble Clusters 
The need for a more efficient approach to predict the hydrodynamics in bubble columns 
becomes apparent when the modelling of a pilot plant bubble column is considered. In 
this case, an order of 2 million bubbles would need to be followed. In most bubble columns 











independently from each other, but rather that adjacent bubbles have a similar motion. 
Bubble clusters are characterised by a position in space, a size and a bubble size (Lapin 
and Lubbert, 1994). The approach taken by Lapin and Lubbert (1994) was to break the 
model up into different scales. On the macroscale, the gas-liquid system was considered 
as a quasi-single-phase fluid. The bubble motion determined the local density of the two-
phase gas-liquid medium. The inhomogeneities in density lead to buoyancy effects, which 
drives convective flows. The bubble paths are dependent on the local motion of the liquid 
phase and the slip velocity of the bubbles. However, on the small scale, the dynamics of 
the bubble wake determine the relative motion of the bubble and the local mixing effects. 
The clusters were modelled using spacial density functions. The macroscale model used 
the standard Navier-Stokes equations. The Eulerian model was based on the balance 
equation on the bubble distribution density function W, which describes the number of 
bubbles within a given volume in the reactor. This function varies with position in the 
reactor and bubble mass and is given by equation (2.33). 
(2.33) 
The first term in the equation is the total change of W with time, the next the flow of 
bubbles across the boundaries of the control volume and the third the change of mass 
due to mass transfer to the bulk fluid. The variable Ub is the absolute bubble velocity. 
The terms on the right-hand side represent diffusion where aeff and ad are coalescence 
and dispersion coefficients respectively. The density of the volume element is a function 
of the temperature T, and W. In the work performed by Lapin and Lubbert (1994) a 
2-D bubble column was simulated. The height of the column was 1.5 m and the width 
1 m. Equation (2.33) was solved using a computationally fine grid, due to the numerical 
(false) diffusion problems which arose when the grid was too coarse. The results obtained 
from this model indicated that numerical diffusion dominated and it was concluded that 
two-fluid Eulerian simulations are sensitive to false diffusion. 
The Lagrangian medium scale model calculated the bubble paths. Equation (2.34) gives 
the bubble trajectory. 
(2.34) 











Ul, the slip velocity Uslip(velocity of the bubble relative to the liquid flow) and the veloc-
ity fluctuation Uran, which takes into account random path fluctuations such as vortex 
shedding. The absolute velocity of the bubble is given by eq. (2.35). 
Ub = U + Uslip + Uran (2.35) 
The local density of the two-phase fluid is a function of the number of bubbles in that 
region. Probability density functions were used to describe the number of bubbles of 
a certain size class per unit volume. These were bell shaped curves. The algorithm 
involved solving for the local velocity field, then used that field to calculate the new 
positions of the bubbles. The density of the two-fluid was then calculated and the process 
was repeated until convergence was obtained. The advantage of this method was that 
numerical diffusion was negligible (Lapin and Lubbert, 1994). 
2.3.7 Turbulence Modelling for Systems Containing a Dispersed 
Phase 
Before the 1970s, it was not possible to take direct measurements of turbulence in the 
presence of particles. This is because hot-wire anemometry was the only method available 
and hot-wire probes could not be used in flows with solid particles. However, laser Doppler 
anemometry (LDA) can be used now to measure both instantaneous and time-averaged 
velocities with high spatial resolution for the continuous and dispersed phases in a two-
phase flow. This technique makes use of the Doppler effect, which relates the interaction 
of sound or light waves with a moving observer to the source of the waves. Turbulence 
is generally decreased by the presence of small particles in the continuous phase, and 
increased by larger particles. The basic approach modifies the generation and dissipation 
terms in the k - E equations to account for the dispersed phase. An approach to model 
the effect of particles on the dispersed phase turbulence, which does not require Reynolds 
stress modelling or empirical closure models is to use direct numerical simulation (DNS). 
The intrinsic turbulence energy is the energy of the continuous phase without particles 
and can increase or decrease due to particle motion. Averaging techniques including time 
averaging and volume averaging are used to model turbulence due to the difficulty in 
modelling local details. Large eddy simulations (LES) are used to model turbulent flow 
at high Reynolds numbers whilst maintaining relatively good accuracy. This method uses 
both direct simulation and Reynolds-averaging approaches. Another method known as 
the eddy life time model, originally developed by Yuu et al. (1978), involved considering 
the turbulent flow as a collection of turbulent eddies with discrete velocities and life times 











2.4 Numerical Methods 
2.4.1 The Finite Difference Method 
A finite difference method has always been popular to solve fluid mechanics based equa-
tions of motion (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000). A fully discrete finite difference method 
discretizes all the independent variables. For a given PDE, all the derivatives are replaced 
by finite difference approximations. This means that a system of algebraic equations is 
set up for the unknowns at the mesh points. The solution is obtained by stepping forward 
in time and space, starting with the initial values at a domain boundary (Heath, 2002). 
2.4.2 The Finite Volume Method 
The finite volume method is a subclass of the finite difference method (Zienkiewicz and 
Taylor, 2000). The first step in the finite volume method is the division of the spatial 
domain into a number of smaller sub domains or control volumes. Figure 2.8 illustrates 
a general I-D domain, which consists of smaller control volumes including central nodal 
points, which coincide with the domain boundaries. 
For the steady state diffusion of a property if; in a I-D domain, the governing PDE is 
eq. (2.36). 
~ (rdif;) +8=0 
dx dx 
(2.36) 
In this example r is the diffusion coefficient and S is the source term. The PDE is 
integrated over the control volume which gives a discretized equation of the form eq. 
(2.37) at the nodal point P. 
Control volume boundarieS 
Control volume Nodal points 
Figure 2.8: Diagram representing the discretization of the space for a I-D problem (Ver-












In equation (2.37) A is the cross sectional area of the control volume face and .6. V is the 
control volume. When a linear interpolation method is used between nodes, eq. (2.38) 
gives the values for r. 
rw = rw + rp 
2 
Equations (2.39) and (2.40) give the diffusive flux terms. 
( rAd<P) = reAe (<PE - <p
p
) 
dx e 8XPE 




Substitution of equations (2.38) to (2.40) into equation (2.37) yields a linear algebraic 
equation with <pp, <Pw and <PE unknown. Similar equations are set up at all the nodal 
points, which results in a linear system of algebraic equations, and boundary conditions 
are applied. The solution of this system is the values of <P at all the nodal points. The 
same principles are applied for 2-D and 3-D domains (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
2.4.3 The Finite Element Method 
The finite element method (FEM) solves for the continuous solution in the space using a 
discrete number of points, which are interconnected and result in a system of simultaneous 
algebraic equations. The space is discretized by dividing it into a number of finite ele-
ments, each interconnected to nodes common to two or more elements or boundary lines 
or surfaces. In 2-D problems the domain may constructed using either triangles, quadri-
laterals or a combination of both types of elements. In 3-D the domain may constructed 
using either tetrahedra, hexahedra or a combination of both. This provides a suitable 
framework to model domains with curved boundaries. Instead of solving for the entire so-
lution in one operation, equations for each finite element are constructed and combined to 
obtain an overall solution. This discrete model composes of a set of piecewise-continuous 
functions defined within each finite domain or finite element. The boundary conditions, 











of the function itself (Diriclet Be), the value of its derivative (Neumann Be) or a lin-
ear combination of these two (Robin Be). A linear solver is used to solve the system 
of equations (Belytschko and Fish, 2006). Figure 2.9 illustrates the discretization of the 
domain. 
11 
Figure 2.9: Mesh for a 2-D domain using a combination of triangular and quadrilateral 
elements (Belytschko and Fish, 2006). 
In order to illustrate how the finite element method works an example from Belytschko and 
Fish (2006) is shown below. Equation (2.41) describes heat conduction in one dimension. 
Boundary conditions for the heat flux at x = 0 and temperature at x = L are described 
by eq. (2.42) and eq. (2.43) respectively. These equations represent the strong form of 
the problem. Here A is the cross sectional area, k the heat transfer coefficient, T the 
temperature, s the heat source and q the heat flux for the problem. 
d2T 
Ak dx2 + s = 0 0 < x < L 
dT 
q = q = -k- on f q 
dx 




The weak form of the problem is then developed by multiplying each eq. (2.41) and eq. 
(2.42) by the arbitrary weight function w(x) and integrating over the domain n for eq. 












(wA (qn - q)) Irq = 0 Vw (2.45) 
Integration by parts is performed on the first term in eq. (2.44) to give eq. (2.46). 
such that w = 0 on r T (2.46) 
As w = 0 on r T , eq. (2.46) may be combined with eq. (2.45) to give the weak form, eq. 
(2.47). 
Find T(x) E U such that 
r ddw AkddT dx = - (wAq) Irq + r wsdx VwEUo in x x k (2.47) 
Here U and Uo are the set of suitable trial functions and weight functions respectively. 
T(x) and w(x) are constructed as a linear combination of shape functions. For example, 
T(x) = T1N}(x) + T2N2(x) + T3N3 (x), for a mesh containing 3 nodes. The shape func-
tions, Ni may be linear, quadratic or of a higher order. In eq. (2.47), the integral over the 
entire domain may be replaced by the sum of the integrals over the element domains. The 
integrals may then be approximated using gauss quadrature to form a system of matrix 
equations, with T{x) and w(x) approximated by the shape functions. The solution to this 
system of matrix equations is the vector of temperatures across the domain. 
For Stokes flow, the weak form poses a symmetric saddle point problem. A solution 
only exists if the function spaces in which a solution is searched for satisfies certain condi-
tions. In this case it is the LBB (Ladyzhenskaya-Brezzi) condition. When the continuous 
function spaces, which satisfy such conditions, are discretized by replacing the continuous 
variables and test functions by finite element functions, then these also have to satisfy 
the LBB condition (Bangerth et al., 2007). 
The advantages of the finite element method are that it can model irregularly shaped 
domains, it can handle various types of boundary conditions, the size of the elements can 
be varied so that small elements can be used in conjunction with larger elements and that 
it can handle non-linear behaviour. This method provides approximations which are su-
perior or at least equal to the results provided by finite difference methods (Logan, 2002). 
However Zienkiewicz and Taylor (2000) mentioned that conservation equations are only 
satisfied within a region of a few elements, whereas in the finite volume method, local 












It was found that the hydrodynamic modelling of bubble columns presents multiple chal-
lenges, predominantly in the large amounts of computational power required to simulate 
even small, lab-scale columns. As the computational expense generally increases with 
the size and number of bubbles in the column, the accurate modelling of pilot plant and 
industrial sized columns becomes impracticable. Various modelling approaches have been 
discussed which differ mainly in the governing equations used to describe the two-phase 
flow. In addition, phenomena including turbulence, heat transfer and chemical reaction 













The previous models described in the literature were formulated to predict the flow be-
haviour of gas and liquid in a bubble column. Although formulation of these models is 
well-established, their simulation in multiphase flows is computationally expensive. Ac-
curate simulation of large bubble columns therefore offers significant numerical challenges. 
The solution to the Navier-Stokes equations for a single phase problem is already com-
putationally expensive, and the addition of another phase typically means that multiple 
moving boundaries need to be included in the solution algorithm, which corresponds to an 
order of magnitude increase in the computational load. Generally speaking, the computa-
tional power required to solve the governing equations for a bubble column increases with 
the number of bubbles in the column. Apart from the numerical challenges associated 
with columns containing large numbers of bubbles, as mentioned in Chapter 2, complex 
phenomena including turbulence, bubble coalescence and breakup, bubble-wall interac-
tion, heat transfer and possibly chemical reaction need to be considered in the model. In 
addition, the modelling of systems containing more than two phases, ego slurry reactors, 
pose even more challenges due to their complexity. Thus a fundamentally new approach 
that solves these systems with less computational effort is needed to better predict the 
hydrodynamics of bubble columns. 
To investigate the computational expense of modelling multi phase systems, the flow of 
water around a single rigid, spherical gas bubble is modelled. Both the Stokes and the 
Navier-Stokes equations are used to describe the velocity and pressure fields of the water 
around the bubble. Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic concept. 
In an attempt to reduce the computational expense in solving the bubble column reactor, 
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titioning the solution domain into two types of region, namely Stokes and N avier-Stokes 
regimes. 
In order to understand how the sub-model developed in this study fits into a larger 
scale model, it should be mentioned that this study was performed in conjunction with 
two other students at the University of Cape Town in the Department of Chemical En-
gineering. Waldo Coetzee, a PhD. student, calculated the trajectory of a bubble moving 
in a liquid with time by performing a force balance on the bubble, then used the net 
force to calculate the acceleration of the bubble. In the case that the bubble is moving 
at terminal velocity, a quasi-steady state may be assumed. At a given time, the velocity 
vector field around the bubble may be used to determine the Re. If the Re is sufficiently 
low according to the results obtained in this study, then the Stokes approximation may 
be used to determine the velocity vector field around the bubble at the next time step. 
By using the Stokes approximation, the results should be generated faster. However, if 
the Re is too high, then the NVS equations need to be solved. This is an example of a 
Lagrangian problem, where each separate bubble is regarded as a moving boundary. In 
this approach, the velocity of a bubble and hence the local Reynold's number is known. 
From the criterion developed in the present thesis, it becomes possible to decide if the 
Stokes solution could be applied or whether the Navier-Stokes equations had to be solved 
to determine the local fluid velocity vector field. 
In developing the cell model, an assumption was made that the bubble is perfectly spher-
ical, which is true for relatively small bubbles. Although large bubbles tend to be cap-
shaped, such bubbles rising in a column are associated with high Reynolds numbers, which 
cannot be modelled using the Stokes equations anyway. This study therefore focuses on 
regions of flow in a column at low Reynolds numbers around small, spherical bubbles. It 
is understood that the volume fraction of such regions in a bubble column at any given 
time is significant. We therefore intend in this work not so much to produce a module that 
can be used to simulate the entire column, but one that will significantly reduce overall 
column simulation time by identifying the regions in which the Stokes approximation can 
be applied. 
Before bubble simulations are even attempted, the validity of the numerical solutions 
obtained from both the Stokes and Navier-Stokes solvers to be used in this work must be 
established against experimental data for the flow of water past a solid sphere. Once the 
accuracy of a solver has been established, it can then be used to simulate the flow field 











tested by performing an overall mass balance across the entire solution domain. Since the 
CFD simulation reveals the velocity in each segment in the domain, it is indeed possible 
to integrate over all the faces of the domain to ensure that the net rate of change of mass 
of the liquid is zero. 
The intention here is to compare the steady state velocity vector fields that evolve around 
a bubble by applying both the Stokes and Navier-Stokes solvers, with the Navier-Stokes 
solutions regarded as the most accurate prediction. The computation times required to 
simulate the steady NVS and Stokes flow fields will be compared, as well as against that 
for multiprocessor algorithms. The approach taken is therefore to i) simulate NVS flow 
at increasingly higher mesh resolutions until there is no change in the solution obtained, 
and ii) simulate unsteady state NVS flow until it is observed that the solution does not 
change with time. This solution can then be accepted as the standard against which the 
steady Stokes flow solution can be tested. The accuracy of the Stokes flow solution may 
then be plotted against the Reynolds number for both the flow around a solid sphere and 













4.1 Physical Description of the Problem 
In order to determine the dependence of Stokes flow accuracy on Reynolds number for 
flow around the bubble, the governing equations for fluid flow must be solved over a suit-
able domain, such as that illustrated in Figure 4.1. The solution to these equations is 
the velocity vector field and the pressure field inside the domain. Figure 4.1 indicates the 
boundary conditions (Be's) on each face, which were used for both the Stokes flow and 
NVS flow simulations. The prescribed velocity on the flow inlet face is Yo. The free-slip 
Be's applied on the sides of the domain enforce that the component of flow perpendicular 
to the face is zero, whereas the components of flow on the face are free to move without 
stress. A free flow condition means that the fluid may move in any direction without 
stress. In addition, a reference pressure (P=O), was specified on the flow exit face. The 
boundary conditions imposed on the surface of the sphere will be discussed later on in 
this chapter. 
There are two reasons why it was decided to enforce free-slip Be's on the sides of the 
domain, which prevented the fluid from departing from those faces. Firstly, it was found 
that the computational volume was sufficiently large to capture the necessary features 
including regions of low and high pressure as well as regions where the velocity changes 
significantly, such as the wake generated behind the bubble. This was tested by varying 
the size of the domain, until the solution at a fixed point sufficiently far from the sphere 
did not change significantly with increasing size. Figure 4.2 shows this domain with the 
white line indicating the region over which the velocity magnitudes were plotted. This line 
was positioned 20mm from the center of the bubble, paranel to the flow and was 130mm 
long. The velocity magnitude was plotted along this line for three different sized domains 
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The Stokes equations result from the assumption that the non-linear convective accelera-
tion term in the momentum balance as presented in the N avier-Stokes equations is small 
in comparison with the other terms. Thus the steady state momentum balance for Stokes 
flow reduces to that given in equation (4.1) (Clift et al., 1978). 
(4.1) 
The mass balance for incompressible flow which is solved with the momentum balance is 
given in equation (4.2). 
V·v =0 (4.2) 
These two equations constitute a fully specified set from which both the velocity vector 
and pressure fields may be determined. 
4.2 Algorithm 
The finite element method was chosen to solve the governing fluid flow equations because 
it can model the curved boundaries that occur in simulating fluid flow around bubbles. 
In addition, more efficient use can be made of the computational grid space since the 
method allows for variable resolution across the domain. Finally, the solution is piecewise 
continuous, which may be considered more accurate than a discontinuous solution. 
There are three main steps involved in solving a 3-D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
problem using the finite element method. Firstly, the problem domain must be con-
structed. This domain, also simply referred to as the geometry, must be meshed as a set 
of cells, that are normally tetrahedral or hexahedral in shape. This mesh is then used 
in a finite element program, which discretizes the governing equations, applies bound-
ary conditions and solves the resulting system of matrix equations. The solution vector, 
which contains values of the unknowns over the entire domain must then be sorted by 












4.3 Computational Techniques 
4.:1.1 Cn~a tillg t he I'vTcshcd Geometry 
Tl". prr ~ pnw" 'sc)r ",,,xl t" n"~t" thp ~''-'lll''try nnu m,,,h "'ie' Cuhit I'PT"ion 11 _1l. Fi~'m' 
4.·] sllnw" " lllP,h"u !(,'<l1n<'!,Y LI"i11g hp,,"hf'Clra cplk ",- iI ieb Wf\.~ LI" ... I "., .0 ,,In ,li 11:< J" e, ll 
ror all t.llf ,i l)m]',1 iOJ"_ 'floi, gl'OIllf' lr~' wlllpnoed of a cuh" witb u 'pbl'H' ' 'Xl metf" I frrHll 
iI , when ' U". enl)<, wah it,df r"uqrn<"«'d h~, j(1iIli1Lg six p,'nnlli,j, t(1g,·t.lH'r, '"S ",.-II ('" "u 
""tm hk.'k on tl'" front and R longpr h1c"k on tb p opp(I1;il" ~nd 1(1 l\l(1dp1 lh~ fln,,1 wakp 
1>('\1i",1 r.ll(' spll<' n'_ TIl<' mp,h comprioAl of 1[':lu "pH,,_ whirh t-rnl"lnT €" To IQ,L);, ,,,,de, 
lind to ·10,[,;)2 ,jP)Il"'" of fTC,,-~lol)1 a, at e"d, no<l~ in tl le ""',10 Ti le P"""u ,,' a'HI wlocitie, 
I n earh diredioll >ore ~aknh,t(~l. The cent ral rni,e wa,; me.;lH'cI wilL lIlrwa.>i"g refine[]J('[]1 
do",r I-c' ,\w >;urt"n, of Uw oplww. llound"ry iJH~r"to,-,; we're ".-"ip,Il"U to tI](Ib(' far,,' (1f 
~dl, 1'(I';lion('<I on ,)", ,nrfurf' of til<' "ph"r"_ ,mu on tIl(' ol1 l<'r f"",,,, "f tIl(' dOlllain, Th,,,,", 
hO\lndmy iudira lof" to'b~lh"r witl! 1,h" ,>'..-mliIlm,,,, of tll,' wrtie,,,, of ,',,_ell rdl ill ll!e lll,,,,h 
W("" Hllullportlxl iUlU the linit" e\('lII('''' pwgrHIll, 
Figllr<' 4,1: The stan.iug lTl(»h"u !,:"'Ill('Uy "",cd in an I-he simlllat;on". 
4.:t2 deaLl I 
The gowrning flllid flow "'lll"tions for both Stokfl1; "nd NRVi€r-Stoh, flow w",.~ r;olvoo 
llsing rieaJI J. versi<Jn fj_ 1.0. which is an Op€ll &mrce finil e element Differenti!\! E'l"a( i011~ 










et al., 2007). This library was written in C++ and provided the user with the necessary 
tools to write finite element code. The object orientated structure freed the applications 
programmer from handling the complex data structures. The main advantages of the 
library included the option to write code independent of the space dimension, to solve 
finite element method (FEM) problems without writing extensive code and the support 
for code written in parallel for multiprocessor machines or clusters. 
4.3.3 Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
In the Stokes flow code, the steady state mass and momentum balances given by Equa-
tions (4.2) and (4.1) were solved for the flow past a solid sphere in the domain illustrated 
in Figure 4.1. Once a solution had been obtained, the velocity vector field was then 
passed into a function in the code, which calculated the error associated with each cell by 
integrating the gradients of the velocity over each face of the cell and summing up the re-
sulting values over the entire cell. A refinement fraction was also specified in the function, 
such that the cells with the highest errors were marked for refinement. This data was 
saved to file. Each marked cell was then refined by subdividing the cell into eight smaller 
cells. The above steps were repeated meaning that a total of two refinement cycles had 
been performed. A mesh smoothing algorithm was implemented to prevent cells with two 
refinements sitting directly alongside cells with no refinement, by automatically refining 
cells around the finer cell. The refinement of cells next to the sphere approximated the 
curve of the sphere more accurately with increasing refinement, as vertices of the new cell 
were projected onto the boundary. 
Simulations were performed at a Re of 80 using adaptive mesh refinement in the Stokes 
code, with this particular Reynolds number chosen as it was the highest in the range of 
interest, thus resulting in the largest gradients. The two resulting meshes were used in the 
Stokes and N avier Stokes codes for 0.1 < Re < 80. This was achieved by importing the 
file generated from the Stokes code, which contained cell numbers that were marked for 
refinement. The starting mesh of 1536 cells increased to 1984 cells after one refinement 
cycle, and to 3720 cells after two refinement cycles. A portion of the resulting mesh after 
two refinement cycles is given in Figure 4.5, which shows the refined cells around the 
sphere. Each quadrilateral has a diagonal line drawn through it, and four quadrilaterals 











Figure 4.5' A vi€,,' of th€ mesh dooe to th€ sph€r€ afler two Stokes r€finemeIH cycles 
(3720 cell,), 
4.~.4 Visualisat.ion of t.he Results 
Pa.ra,·ie,," version 3.2.1 wm; us ed to pr"""" t. he [("ult , from tLe deal,1I simulations such 
thal the solution data [or tLe 3-D domaill was repre,ellted in a Illeauiugf,,1 maUl",r Th" 
data ""t Willi ,·i~ ua li ~.,j by plotti llg the P""NlI',," amI velocitics iu ead, dircct.ioll alld 
liuearly interpol"tiu); th€ v~lue" to ohtain " conti lluous fi€ld . This interpolat.ion was 
Hot don~ u,illg t he solut ioll , 'aluc" at the nw"h arnle", hut. rath,'r by u,ing 'luruiraticalh' 
imerpolata! solutioll val uc" oct,ween Illesh n()(lc, t.hat wcr€ detcrmilllxl in th€ d~aLl l 
progr"Ill, Th" scalar valued pressures "'ere r€presemed ",th "colour field only. wh ilst the 
vector valued velO<',ties were dra"'n with !< colour field and Mrows indicating the direct ion 
Figure 4.6 illustrates ~ typi~al solution, where the velocity fi€ld i" plott.L~1. The top half 
of the solut ion has b~c~, sliced off. wLich "Uow,xl t.he flow field dose 1.0 the "phere to 
lw yis"alisul. A hI"" mlonr rcpresent" low vr]O<'ity magnitnd '" whi lst rcd indicales high 
velO<'ity lllagnitndes. The arro"'s indicale the direction of the flow for t llf' point localed al 
t.hp ba.<;p of tlw arro,,·. nnJ the size of the alToW is proportional to the wklCity magniwd~. 
Thus small. blue arroWS illdicate low velocity magnituJe8 and large, raJ arrows indicate 
high velocity umgnituue •. Figur" 4.7 i, a pressure field of the gauge pre><l<ure, "'her€ blue 
iudi ~at '" 1m,' pressure and rm inriie"t.es high pressurc. Thcse plms "TC similar fa (hoS€ 











Figllr~ -1.6 Velocity "<'C!or field rUI S, ok"" flo"- fur I' R~yllold8 number of 50, 










4.4 Flow Pas t a Solid Sphere 
4.4.1 The Experimental Rp!;IlU 
In ordl'r tu ,·aJidale the ~illlul ~tioll, and giWIl t.lw l""k "t a<'ailahlt, '-'XjWri,w' llt ,,1 d~ta fur 
the ( ' ,o;;C of Uf)W j ,,~, t b"blllL"', t,ll<' flow ()f wat" T p "" !. i< M-,lid spheT" w ... , ti ro !. in \'f-.;t l!\i<tod 
On< '<' tll<' FE\! model for tlw flo,,: Pfl:S t a ",-,li d ~phN~ W~8 validal ({!. tlw lH odd for th " flow 
of "'!lt~r par,t a bul ,hl e ' -,,\lId be c",~~i ,Jt.rerl ,'o rre< t "'" t h" only diJTerellc~ l~ i ll 1he ..ol11l1g 
of t h" Be , on the ~nrfa(:!, of Ihe &p here. whidl ,n Jl I)p ~xrJ"ll1~cl l"ter (In In t h". d ,art~r 
Illcl_l % "." :shall 5"~, the hClll lldary l'Dlltli t lOO' ))) t Il« C%~ (If a sohd "phfrf gfn~r!lte 
far " hd,.p~r dl s"on tinllit ies in tht' &O illtiOl I t hall in th" t"'* of the bubhk A" ~ul'h, If the 
~llll\lla!OI Cdn b., ,hown t" giH' >JJ." ' lr ,-,1 " n'~ull~ it! lhi., ("-"' , it P,ll abo IV' il'u.,r., 'ol ["I tht' 
,' :J~" c.1 WU; hubh les, 
The c~l'e[jY[ll'nt a j rc"uit iii "" own [n Fi )\\lrC 4.8. ",hid, illu"tratC8 the Uow pMtcfTl of 
water hehind a ""lid "phere "t a Heyn"l d~ llllTulwT of 21) .b, with th" fr"" ,hl'am Unw 
ciind ion fru!t.< left to ri ght, T h" li"l'~ if) t.h e pi,-tme au' , t"'~ ! u li ) ",, whi,-h indkate t he 
dire('t.",,, of th t, fl uw, "" eft"h po i!lt. 011 •. , tre",nlin ,' ;,; t.,m):l'Tlt1al to the W'lc ,,:it y ti d (1 
Th~,;c 'tn'~U1 I11l('" ",,,rl' "l"J~li",-'d Iw th~ ill "JH;natlnn of alLlmminm dW11 ~nd Ihp ""lid 
~phere ",~s a "ted ha ll-hemi ng , The pidnrc "apr.ur('~ thp small m ne-aye wake I",hind lh" 
~IJherc_ 
Figure 4.8: Experimpnlally ohservM fl()w field hehind a w lid sphere lo r Rf= ;!li_8 t akpll 










4 .4.2 N umerical R.esltits 
In thi s oo:tiun. the scttlllf'; of the mod,,] parametem and DC"" ~re des<;n bPd for II", flow 
U](Jllm] ~he ,ulid , phe,.e. ,,~th ""om,, prdnnmary ,,",,ult$ pn»,·nt<"<i. Tl"",· result~ i11d ](,<1t ,· 
tYP"'H I Irend" for Slakes fluw . sud> a.~ the wlf)(ilv Ii,·ld ~f()"nd Ih~ ~ I'l"'l'r ~"d how Ihi' 
lidd Ch>lllge; wIllI th~ HeYllokb nutJ ,bcr. Il ele lie '''' - ." -, when: 1) I, tIl<' "I,!t L"re Ull\!ll('\'·r. 
" 
'Ih" Stok", equati(l"~ w"r~ "o] \"o~ l uw' the ~"mput"tio11nl dOlH"in illu>trntro in I'igun> 
,11 A ""Joti ty of ILlJ(i""" i-' IV""' prf'S('l'ib e,d evel)'lKhne on the fio,,- mlet lac'e , The 
bO"1lfl~ ',\' ~O]l(lition fu" the 'U llaC ~ ul the ",lid "pJI<'I" w",; a 'IlU ~li p' ('undi llun , whi('li 
m~unt that t lw fluid velueity "-a, ,,,t 10 be zero ewr~''''here on th",t snr!'ace, The fluid 
kjll t !""t,,: lis(",-,>ity "'''"' 8,'t tu] mm'/~ (wa ter Ht 2:,0(; ) , Fif';urc ,UJ illu,trates t hp hot-
tom hulf ufthe steady ~tule velurity hdd for Stokes flow <1t H RGyno]db nn"'!"'r of 1, Th" 
,,/:row, mdic"te the fluid dir~ction and thc colonr fidd gi""" thr magnitudG of thc Hnid 
\-elorit~,. As th~ fluid approadarllhe sph""', it diwrgcd ~nd slow"" down, wh,lst th" 
,'do"it ,)-, uf Ih" flni,l on thp out , kirts of the dom~in n",n'","·'1. On th .. right h~nd sidr of 
the sphere , the lI"id vdority iner",.",,,] ,,~th incrc,,-,in)( d istRn('1l from t.hr spl"'r", I'ignr~ 
4 JO bho,,'" thi, challge in ,.,j()eity for th" Huid ncar tho sphere As t.h p Reynolds nnmber 
wu> il1~rea..<..('( 1. tI\l' trend remwIled th~ ",me, 
Figure ·1,9: Velocity field for water flowing 1'''-'1. " solid sphpre a.l R, = 1_ 
These trend., gi , 'C a q""litalive rep r""",nl"tion of the modpl for Ihe flo,,- of ,,'Mpr past 
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Figure ·1.10 ' Plot of ". Rlong lh~ ",,"tH lilW in the r-dirf'<'ti on , O.5mm away from lh~ 
sphere. 
flow of w>l.tel >\r(>lllld a bubble. prc"""ted in the next "~~·ti()n, Such n comparis"n may be 
ooll"idereu "",,lui in lmuer"tanuiu),; t.he effect of the change in the Be implemellted on the 
'l1rfll.C~ of the 1mbbl~, 
4.5 Flow Past a Bubble 
A model of fluid flow past It bubble differ,; [!Om that of fluid now pt\.St a "olid ,vhere, 
o11 ly in l"nn8 of the bound"lY condition "pplied ()n the "phele ourface. In lhi, Ca.>l', the 
',lip' wlodty hound",), ~onditi()n given in equatiolls (4 .3) ~nJ (1.4) w,.,; u:;ed. pwplN'd 
by Clift ~t ~L (J97S). 
v - n - 0 (4 .3) 
(everywhere t"ng~llti ,d to the :;pherl'j (4.4 ) 
Equation ( 4_~) 81at"'" that the ~()IllP()lwnt of velocity in t hc' normal J iwctiol l to the , nthce 
of the ~phele i, zero. Equation (-1.4) "tatc'>' t lmt the shear , tres:;c" (r) tangential to thc 
8!Jh€re ale zero. Genera.ll~·. these condit ion" "!J{'Cify that the fluid i" allowed to flow freely 











In" slIni lar fic,hi"" to 1 hp previous >,('ct iou ou t Iw flO\\' pa.,t a solid "phPrp t h" p~fal)1pt,pn, 
for a typicRI , inml"tion for d w flow of wate , p~~t a bubble nre de~('r i bal To ullder~t ,j)Jd 
the implic"tw"s of t.hp oO\llKb.fY LOnohtiollS d""<:rii.>ed, " parli"u]a[ , imu]ntlOn fP, ,,lt is 
Vf,"",ut pel h~rp , I" this eXP1'(;1Se , " w lodty of o,oB II) m;', ",a.~ pn"cn b"d "\'" ,,),,,,hcr" 011 1 hp 
flow in]"t fA"e, T h" f""" ltmp; v"lo"ity 1i"ld for n Rpy"olds numb"l of 1 is 510o,,'" i~ Figure 
4,11 , The dif!elP"ce b<'tWff!l thi~ re>,ult ~nd t.he one fOl flow around" solid sphere wa;, 
thnt the bubbl" did uot slow the fi" id down"" nmeh. III ~untrast to Im-fiow in the case 
of the Il(}-Slip ""lid ~phere, the arrows dl'"wn on the Imhhl~ ~nrf", :~ indicate signifi('"nt 
movement of flu,d flow there, Figure 4,12 shows th" gPlwral d,,'"'f''''''' 111 velocity in th" 
T-diredioll AS th" fluid approaches th" bubble. alt hough th" wloeity incl'ease. sl ightly at 
t he point (I.c"nm from th" bub bl". which is caused by high ""Iocit if.'>- on the bub bl" ~\ll face 
",h"r" th" smfaC<' i8 t"ngenti~l to the bulk 1I0w direction. Thi~ l!end rellmiu" cOlbtallt 
with , he R~ynolds number, 
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Figure 4.12: Plot of v, along the c~nter line in tlw :&-uil'edion, 0.5",,,, away fwm tlw 
8phere. 
From rite t,rcwl~ ill the vdocity field observed RlJove in Fignr"" 4 11 and 4.12. tlwre Wa,,1 no 
r"I\;OIl of di8tmbcl flow of low vel(}{'ity down8tr"~m of the bubble. Thi~ is unexpected, ~ ~ 
wake coml'ri"iJl~ of" ~harp front and " Ion ,.; t .... il8hould be present r1up to the clisplacement 
of the Jiuid. These trends in t.he ,·clorit.y profile arollnd ooth Ihe 801id spll€re ~nd the 
LubL]" at villious RCyJlold~ Ilmnocrs ,,-ill be compared to tho,*, obtained from tlw wlution 












N avier-Stokes Flow 
The intention of this chapter is to firstly develop the governing equations and BC's for 
Navier-Stokes flow, then to explain how the equations were solved using the finite element 
method, and finally to demonstrate how the results may be interpreted. 
5.1 Physical Description of the Problem 
The Navier-Stokes equations, introduced in Chapter 1, Section 3, are solved over the 
identical domain used for Stokes flow. This domain together with the boundary conditions, 
is described in Chapter 4, Section 1. In this study, the N avier-Stokes equations to be solved 
include the momentum and mass balances. The momentum balance is given in eq. (5.1) 
and the continuity equation is given in eq. (5.2). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
The difference between this set of equations and those solved for Stokes flow is that the 
momentum balance includes a non-linear convective term, which describes the bulk trans-
port of momentum through the system, and an accumulation term, which describes the 
unsteady nature of the flow. However, the steady state solution will be found and used 
for comparison against the Stokes flow results. 
The boundary conditions imposed on the domain were identical to those used in the 
Stokes flow simulations. These include a constant velocity everywhere on the flow inlet 











BC's on the remaining sides. A 'no-slip' condition was enforced on the surface of the solid 
sphere, and a 'slip' BC was enforced on the surface of the bubble, given by equations (4.3) 
and (4.4) in chapter 4. 
The velocity and pressure everywhere within the fluid were given the initial values of 
zero. The entry of an incompressible fluid was then modelled as entering one face of the 
domain. Since 'slip' Be's were chosen on all other faces (to simulate free flow), and due 
to the simplicity of the expression for the incompressible material balance, the fluid was 
expected to reach steady state in a short period of time. 
5.2 Algorithm 
The finite element method was used to solve the governing fluid flow equations (5.1) and 
(5.2). The momentum balance included an unsteady state term, which yielded a time 
dependent solution. The simulation was performed over a reasonably long period of time 
to converge to a steady flow field. The general algorithm for solving the FEM problem 
described in Chapter 4, Section 2, was implemented. In this approach to solving the NVS 
equations, the algorithm was designed for multiple processors by splitting the task of 
assembling the matrix equations so as to speed up the program run time. The time step 
size and the overall time were input variables. At each time step, the solution from the 
previous time step was used as the initial condition, the equations solved and the results 
were saved to file. 
5.3 Computational Techniques 
5.3.1 Tools Used 
The mesh generated in Cubit shown in Figure 4.4 which was imported into the Stokes 
flow code, was also imported into the Navier-Stokes flow code. In addition, the adaptively 
refined mesh generated in the Stokes flow program, was used in the NVS code, allowing 
for direct comparison of the predictions from each approach. The refinement is regarded 
as adequate for both the Stokes and NVS simulations since cells close to or on the surface 
of the sphere were at a higher resolution than in the bulk fluid, which is in alignment with 
the region of the greatest velocity gradient changes. Although the flow field behind the 












The incompressible, unsteady Navier-Stokes equations were solved in 3-D using a Navier-
Stokes solver program, written using deal.H. This code was originally developed by Martin 
Kronbichler from Uppsala University in 2008 and was validated by comparing the Beltrami 
flow solution from simulation with the analytical solution and found to be in excellent 
agreement. Paraview was used to view and analyse the solution data. 
The finite elements used were polynomial functions of order 2 for the vector-valued veloc-
ity components and of order 1 for the pressure. Thus a LBB-Stable element pair Q2XQl 
were used, also known as the Taylor-Hood element. For this problem, a solution only 
exists if the function spaces in which a solution is searched for satisfies certain conditions. 
These particular conditions are the Ladyzhenskaya-Brezzi (LBB) conditions. In addition, 
the finite element spaces must also be compatible with the LBB condition. Identical finite 
elements were chosen for the Stokes problem for the same reasons. 
The time integration algorithm chosen was BDF-2. The BDF-2 method comprises of a 
trapezoid step over part of the time step followed by a second order backward difference 
step over the remainder of the time step. The quality of the initial guess for the nonlinear 
iteration is considerably improved when using this method compared to implicit Euler, 
which just uses the solution value at the previous time step. In the BDF-2 algorithm, the 
previous two solution values are extrapolated to obtain the initial guess for the nonlinear 
iteration. 
The simulations were performed on a quad core PC, with each processor at 2.4 GHz, 
and with the system at 8 GB of RAM. Programs were also run on the Chimera cluster 
housed in the Chemical Engineering Department at the University of Cape Town, which 
comprised of multiple nodes, with a single node typically having four CPUs, each running 
at 2.2 GHz, and 8 GB of RAM. The option for parallel processing was enabled for all the 
NVS simulations. 
5.3.2 Convergence to Steady State 
As the momentum balance from equation (5.1) contains a time dependent term, namely 
pEf;;, the solution to equations (5.1) and (5.2) result in a solution which is a function of 
time. The steady state solution to the NVS equations needed to be determined for each 
simulation in order for comparison with the steady Stokes flow results. Thus a given NVS 
simulation was run with an error analysis to determine steady state. The flow field was 
also observed in Paraview with time, although an accurate steady state time could not 
be determined by this means because small changes in the flow field occur that are not 











state time which was implemented used the L2 norm (1IxI12), also known as the L2 error 
given in equation (5.3). 
n 
IIxl12 = L IX il2 (5.3) 
i=O 
In equation (5.3), Xi is the ith component of vector x and n is the length of the vector. 
A large L2 norm indicates that one or more components have a large value. In terms of 
using the L2 norm to determine steady state, the vector x was generated by subtract-
ing the NVS velocity vector field at a given time step number from the velocity vector 
field at the previous time step. This subtraction meant that each component of velocity 
at each node in the computational domain was subtracted from the equivalent velocity 
component at the corresponding node. Thus as every velocity component in the solution 
remains constant with time, each component in the vector x should be close to zero, thus 
the L2 norm should also be close to zero. 
In order to determine the steady state time the L2 errors for a given NVS simulation 
were saved to file and plotted against time using Gnuplot version 4.2. Figure 5.1 is the 
plot of the L2 error between successive time steps for the flow of water around a solid 
sphere at a Reynolds number of 10, with a time step size set to one second. This step 
size was the length of time the fluid flowed through the domain before the equations were 
solved again. A steady state time of 500s was read off Figure 5.1 by taking the time where 
the error stopped decreasing and reached an approximately constant value. This steady 
state value was in good agreement with the qualitative value mentioned earlier. The sys-
tem was interpreted as reaching steady state even though the data was scattered because 
the source of the scatter was considered to be numerical error. This seemed reasonable as 
the value of the L2 norm after a time of 500s was orders of magnitude smaller than even 
the highest values of velocity magnitude present. This analysis was performed for NVS 
simulations for a range of Reynolds numbers between 0.1 and 100, including flows around 
the solid sphere and the bubble. In addition, NVS simulations were also performed using 
different simulation operating conditions, such as mesh refinement and time step size. 
5.4 Flow Past a Solid Sphere 
The NVS equations were solved over the same computational domain used in the Stokes 
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ll"" 1" 
Fignr€ 5.1' The veloeity-bas€u L2 €HOI ploHed with time for the flow of wat.er 1'",,1 " 
so lid 8phere at " Ileynolds Dnm!>€r of 10 
wlocity wus applied to the surfocc of the sphere. The velD~ily on the How inlet [a<;e wa.> 
vari ed w mntrol t he R ,,)'noldi< Illlmt"'L ,~" the dimnder of t.he "phew amI the kinemati~ 
viS(;osity of the fluid were mllstant . Figure 5.2 illustrates half of the steady stMe ,," )ocity 
field at" Rl':l'llolds numb." of 50. A velodty o  3.3,tj"",,,,/s was pr""nihcd L'vl'lywh,,,e 
011 the flow inlet fa~e , The time step size ,",'ali set t.o 1 H"cond for the Himulal,;on lind the 
steady state time Wm; 100 s~,"oIlds , As the fluid approached the anterim face of the sphere. 
it d~'(;derak~l ""d diverged, with the fluid idcmi~:illy on the surfoce of the ~phere having 
a Il(Hlip zero vekxit.y. The Huid lklwed "",oulld thc sphere. hut a wake Was formed in the 
r~~;ion dir~dly b ~hind the sph~r ~, 1',ith a signilicllnl.ly 10l .. '~r velocity I.hlln thllt found in 
th., ir"" strellm 
In orJer to qUMltit lltiveiy underst a.nJ the Jlow lnOChllni~8 of the wake , the x-componellc of 
,-elo ~it.y was plotted "",-ollg lhe cen(cr lill~ ill th€ x_diredion. diwd ly llu'ough the sphere. 
l!Idi~ated by I he white Ii,.., ill Figure 5.2. This ''''Ill repeated for a variety of fiow rat cs with 
t h", trends shown in Figure ,~ . 3. The Reynolds number rIIu);.xl from lO t.o 80. lind a m m-
man trend orn,erved WIIS t.h"t the VIllocity d""rel!., ,.-l to Zero a!; tllf' fiuid "pproM"',.-1 the 
sphere_ However, the velodty of the fluid in th€ wa.ke hehind the sphere w'" significantly 
lc...s llmn chal of the free stl ed!ll vdocity. As the 11 ~'Yaol ds nnmber was ia l'fca."cd, the ra t io 
of the wake w,]ocity t o the free ~h clIl!l velocity dl'CI~'lh"'l. For Reynolds numbers at",..c 
50, the fluid di mctly hehind the sph~r~ lrawlled in t.h~ r ~" erse direct.ion to the main flow . 










wnFi!',1!rp 5,2: A sf'Clion of thp wlocity field for " ... teT flowing p,~,t a "",lid sphpl'~ at R~=5I1 
Thp arrows indicate thp dil'Pction of thp lIow 8.11(1 thp colour bar indicates the w loci ty 
Ill agniturl ~. 
",b er~ no low "clocit}' wake ",w; presclll at the sam!' Rcynolds munbers, III t hc c,~,e of 
Stokes flow , the Rhsem:e of a ",uke \Jehind th~ sphere Ill~)' be eXp'-'Ctcd &; thc JIlomelllmu 
bala nce does not· indl!<le the CUllH)('\ive trUlL~IJU [ t t errn ",uncly pv' \?v , T his couVl,-,ion 
t ~rtll IlI a,v also b~ ('onsid ~l t'( l "" all inen ial terJll . "'" it contailL~ the pw d\Kt ur density 
and the :;)JatiaJ atteleratioll of the fil!id , Cll1is ph'-'1l0Ulella of a wake exiSling \Jeh ind the 
solid sphere is ob""'rv t'(1 ~xperiJllelll al ly, ami is shown ill Chaptcr 6, It is oLoef\'~~1 t hat a 
signilic"'J1 dwnge ill the velocity field awnlld u solid sphere OCCUTh whcll thc flnid IUotioll 
is lIlooellt'(1 usillg the Stok~" equations C{)[ll pam:l to usill!', the ):VS equ nt iuns, III the lI~xt 
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F ij.\m e ,'i.3' Plot of 1,\ rUOllfo: ih" celllPr line ill I.h e .,,-~jrl'Cli()n , rlire<'Tly thn)]J!':h t he -"pllerp, 
for flow afound a w lid 8pl1ere 
5.5 Flow Past a Bubble 
In detennining the yeiocity fidd awund " bubble using the XVS equatiollb gin'" by ""I. 
(5 .1) ~lld eq. (5 .2). ""XJDlparioon ~aIl be nmde agaiIlbt the e'lui\"dlent flow field obtained 
by OOjyiIlg tll" Stoke:; eq Ual,iOil S. The N\,S Himu]"t.;,," Wn8 performed wher~ ~ w]O<'ity 
of 3.3:i'l "''''i s was pres<;ribed everywhere 011 the flow inlet fal>', thus ~ettiIlg the inlet 
HeynoJds number to 1)0 . The simulation setup was identical to that of the fiow pfIBt 8 
solid "ph"re ill t he pre,-;ollh ""diOJl 1Ilthough t be DC on the "UdaL." of the bubble w,,,-, 
changed to the ',Ii!->' wndition. The velocity flow field around a lJUbble for a Reynold,.' 
lluUlber of 50 iI; shown in Figure 5..1. Again the differen~e between this result and tl1e 
one for fiow aronnd ~ ~olid "phere ",as that t he buhhle did not slow tl1e fluid down H~ 
much. Red 'Irro",s Hre ,~~ihle on the huh hIe Hurffl.(;e. indic~ting signifiCfLnt movement of 
flllid on the 8111·[ace. A small wake i8 present behind tl1e IllIbhJe, with the fluid in the 
"'fLke hfLving fL 8lightl:- lower w lod ty (han t ha t ~ro\lnd it. Thi" w~ke hehind the bubble 
W1\5 IIOt ol)l'lervec! for the Stokes flow slIlluiation at the 8~me Reynolds number. 
The x-~olIlponenl of \'docitv WH~ plOl.t.ed fLlong tl1e center line in the :r-direction dire<;tly 
thmugl1 t he sphere for vruiOU8 Reynolds num hers. shown in Fig\ll"e j .5, whim is "II equi\"-
"lent plot (0 t h~t in Figure 5.3. This plot showed the eXlstellce of a w~ke. '" the \"Clodty 
of the fluid behind the sl'here. ie. "ner 88 mm. Wa>; Ie"," t ha n that in fwnt of the ol'here. 
ie. before 72 m", . A~ the R.eynold~ nUIIl ber ",,",, i n~reased. the exi,te,,~e of a w~ke \Je.:;~IIle 
more noticeable. III t his ~m;e t he ve.lodt.y direMly behind the sphere did not dmp 00]0'" 









wnFigme :;,4: Velocity field for water f!OWlllg pa.-;t a bubble at lIe=~.o, The anow" indicate 
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Figure !),5: Plot of ". along the comer lille in the ~cdireetioll, diredly through the ~ph~r~ , 
101' flow around a buhble 
The result,s for the NVS model in thi~ chapt.er ~how t,hat for both the lio,",' around a ~olid 
spher1l and 1m,. lIow around the buhble a wah or low velocity region is present b€hind t.h~ 
sphere, whel'eah e4ui".uellt Stoke.; rl.,;ult. did not show this. Thi~ fundamental difference 
in the simulatioll results may be attrihuted to the cOllvective transport term which al-'-
pear~ ill the :\\'S momentum w lancr but. in Ilot the Stokes momeutulIl balance, Secondly, 










which is also consistent with the theory as Reynolds number is the ratio of the inertial 
to viscous forces, so at low Re the convective term becomes less dominant and the NVS 
velocity fields resemble the Stokes velocity fields. 
The validation of these simulations is necessary in order to make an accurate compar-
ison between the Stokes flow and the NVS flow velocity fields around a bubble. This work 












lidation of Model for Flow Past a 
Solid Sphere 
This chapter presents validation of the N avier-Stokes simulations for the flow of water 
past a solid sphere at Reynolds numbers below 100 by comparison with published data 
in the literature. It was shown that the N avier-Stokes model predicts the correct velocity 
fields for Reynolds numbers of 26.8 and 73.6. At Reynolds numbers above 30, eddies 
occur behind the sphere, and can be predicted by the N avier-Stokes solver but not by the 
Stokes approach. 
In validating the NVS simulations for the flow past a solid sphere, the resultant flow 
fields may then be considered as trustworthy benchmark standards, against which the 
Stokes simulations can be assessed. The flow field of water past a bubble as simulated by 
the NVS solver may then be considered correct also because only the Be on the sphere 
surface is different compared to the solid sphere. This is likely to be even more correct as 
the 'slip' Be does not create sharp velocity gradients on the bubble surface. 
6.1 Validation Approach 
The first step in validating the Navier-Stokes flow simulations (NSFS) with published 
experimental data from literature is to qualitatively compare the results in terms of their 
flow structures. Important features include the shape of the fluid streamlines particularly 
behind the solid sphere, and regions of velocity which differ considerably to that of the 
free stream. In the cases where the NSFS do match the equivalent experimental results, 
numerical corpparisons of the velocity fields will be performed to completely validate the 
result. However, the flow structures around a solid sphere are not equivalent to those 











surface of the solid sphere. Despite this, if the NSFS can be shown to predict the correct 
flow structures and the onset of turbulence around the solid sphere, then in the case of a 
bubble, where the BC is actually milder because there are no sharp gradients at the sphere 
surface, the NVS simulations for flow around a bubble can be accepted as correct. It is 
therefore accepted in this work that validation in the more conservative case of a non-slip 
sphere constitutes validation of a free-slip bubble. Such an approach is necessary because 
there are no equivalent experimental data available for bubbles due to the experimental 
difficulty of fixing a bubble and measuring the flowstreams around it. 
6.2 Comparison of Flows at Re==26.8 
In this simulation, the N avier-Stokes solver was used on the adaptively refined mesh con-
sisting of 3720 cells, described in Chapter 5. The boundary conditions are as follows: 
i) The Reynolds number was set to 26.8 by adjusting the free stream velocity to 1.786mm/ s. 
ii) The no-slip condition was applied to the surface of the sphere. 
iii) The BC's on the sides of the domain remain the same as described in Chapter 5. 
Figure 6.1 shows the velocity field directly behind the sphere for this simulation. From 
the direction of the arrows, the fluid appears to simply flow around the sphere and rejoin 
again to form the free stream. The low velocity region directly behind the sphere is slightly 
concave, and there are no eddies or backmixing. Taneda (1956) found the same result at 
a Reynolds number of 26.8, for an experiment where a solid sphere was dragged through 
initially still water, shown in Figure 6.2. In this picture the flow field is represented by 
streamlines, which by definition are tangential to the velocity field. These streamlines 
indicate the path that a small particle would travel if placed in the fluid. A low velocity 
region can be observed directly behind the sphere indicated by the broken streamlines. 
It is clear that the streamlines follow a concave path behind the sphere before rejoining 
to form the free stream. This result is therefore considered a qualitative validation of the 











Figure 6.1: ""'m:il.'" Ho", fielJ 1J<.~!iJ!J a soli" $l'h ~re rOf Ik",'.!6 .S u;;illl\ t ll!! NVS .;o!,'<,,( , 
F' lgul~ 6,2: Experi!llem~!ly vlllic." ...... Ho", field behll,,j "oKilid ~phf'rf' for RI'- W.s t ~kL'!I 










6.3 Comparison of Flows at Re=73.6 
The ~xjJenrllental tL'>< lllt [or the flow of water Pf~"t a wlid sph€re at a Reynold;; lIum)}!'r 
of 73.6 taken fwm Talwda (1956) is illustrat.<'d in Figure 0.3. Thi" ~how" different flow 
p"ttrrns in comparioon with thp Howat a R~ynolds nnmbrr of2ti.8. In th i~ C""~" conwx 
wakp ~xist s hehinu th~ "pher~ together with "yIllmeirkal ..:\dies (dI~\1lation pa l1 erll,) 
and ]m~kIllixillg, Th~ wak,' which conv<'lge, to form the free "tremn, i.;, 100tgtr than that 
found at a R"." IlO!ds "'Huher of 26.8. Xakmnma (1976) , ho"""j t hat tile ' hape of the w"k,' 
('han,.;..", fwm COlW"V~ to c()nwx at a Rf'ynolds numh pr of 33. 
This experimental r€S ult is in do"", agr€€mellt wit h lh~ simnlitliOll r€Sn lt . When th~ 
Reynolds nw n]",r wtJ.>< iIl~lea.~ed to 73 {) by mlju;;ting th~ fr"" ,tream vdodty to 4, 9(jj '" '" / ' 
in the Naviex-StokL'1; sol"er, a lIllIn,,,,r of chan,.;"'; to the flow stwcoture Were "b..ervN, Fig-
Ure 6, 4 shows a view of tl", wake hehind the "phere generated by the :\VS solwJ. A ~lightly 
ml1\~X ,,-ake was formed with ,'d,jje, alld bm-kmixin,.; , The low ,'doc'ity re,.;ion indir:ated 
by the blue mlour ,xtended much fur ther behind the "phere (A)lIlp"rcd to the flm" at a 
R"'YIlOld, Inullbl" of 20.8. 
_-- point of zero velocity 
Figure 0.:) : Experimentally ooocrwd fiow field bI,hinn " solin ~pher<' for Ro=73.0 takell 
fwm Tanf'(\a (UI5&) . 
In order to COluparr t h ~ "'>lulls grnerated hy tile Stok"" 'Uln Navipr-Sr,ok('s sinmlm.ioIls , 
the Stokes flow solwr w"",, also USN 10 predwl th€ flow awund "sol id ,ph€r€ "t "R~ynold~ 
llulllbcr of 73,& Th~ velodty flow fidd dif€dly behind the sjJher~ i.;, ,hown ill Figurc &,5 
In wntra;;t to the rew.l(s from the NSFS, the pl'edidlOll fWIll the Stok", flow simulation 
(SFS) doC!; not. show coireulat,in,.; Eddie, nor h",:kmixillg, Thu;; the Stokes flow ~oh~" no", 
not prEdid the correct, v~locity field at this high R.e~'nokls Bumbl". Gen~rally sp,,!l.kin~ _ 
due to t,ile a ... , umpt,ioll of negligible C-OIlvoctiv" flow_ Stoke" flow models t~nd to fail at, 











Fill,ur~ 6.4 , \ 'flority flow field behind a solid :,ph€l'€ fol' 110= 73.6 ' Ising the NYS soi-'er. 
Figure 6,5: \'elo.:ity !low field b~hind "solid sph~r~ fOf R=73.6 u"ing t hp Stok", so1vpr 
6.4 An Analys is of the Wake 
A1 high,," R"yno1d" mnnbpl'S. !"<ldif'S ~ nd harkmixing OCClIff!"<l hehind th,' >nlicl "phffe, 
Thp rfgion tha1 N)llt~ins 1heM> !"<ldi€S m~)' he refeHed to tlli the wu.ke (Tanedll, 1956), Due 
10 !la' b~ckJljixing infiue!lc,' , "'OIlg the ~elllelline behind th~ "plwrl' lln llll"table poi nt ex-
isb at whid, ll ,,' wlo.:i!y hal< an approximate .. a hlP of Zfro . T his point is indirmed in 
Fi ll,uH' 6,3 which " lso shows th"t th p wak, ' ext,m ds from the surface of the sph pr~ 1.0 this 
so-mlkd point of 7.frO velo{'i1 y Thus Thp Wakf Ifngth may Iw mea'''Ifl'<::l [rom thf sur[ace 











The Op~11 >our('e Para,'iew ""ftware W<lS n",-~I to plot the wlo~ity nmgnitude along the 
~enterline behind t.hp sphpr~ . Fig>,rp (i.(j "OOw8 a entd",'a}, spdion of rhp ('omputMional 
domain with balf of tb ~ ,;phere visible. The whi tp lin~ il\dieat\'>; the dOinRin o\'er whid, 
r he vel''''it}' mRgnitude was plotted ill Figure G. 7. The yelocity magnitllcie inCl'ea><e'\ with 
dj~t an('e along the whi\.e line. thell denea",,'] to allllo!;t zero, the,,- incre,..""d again. The 
fluid was tmvdlinf'; in t.lw rewJ"l!I' direct.ion to the hulk flnid in tlw rpgioll \",t.wl"I'n Om", 
alld 9.68mm. Thus for this part.i('nlar RpyllOlds lluml, ('T tlle wakl,> lpngth 1'1"-" ('.,j('ubterl 
to he 9.&\mm ac('oruing to the above mentiolJed definition . 
Figlll"e G6: Velocity magnitude fiel d with the white line indi~ating the domain uoed to 
plot the wake in Fig\ll"e 6.7. The Iu lli n flow diredioll iH fwm Jeft to right. 
A numhpr of wakelength" were me><.>;ured for varioll" Reynold» nnmb~r" ranging betv.-een 
26.8 and !Xl, ~nd these were plotted u,gether with experimental data. III Fignre 6.8. the 
dime"8ionleH.' wake le,,~11s e"k"lm.~d h~' dividing the wRke IPllf"'.h hy the dialllPler of 
the spheTP; are plm.wd againbt the R~ynold,; lll!llltwr. The ex]Wrinwnt.RI d~l~ ohta inerl 
from TR1w(h 0%0) Wa;; plotwd u:>ing diR1nonds, ,qllRre, and triangles. and 1he num"ric~l 
rp8ult from the Nl1vipr-Stokes >olver wll>; plott("<1 uoing dl'det< . .\'ot~ that the diameter of 
the sphere for the mlIl",rical ~alclll alio.ls was 15mm, whidl wa" within th~ range of the 
experin",ntal di a.lI>l-t~"" uHed. A I-"J>litive result. was that. the dimen8i()[lless wake lengt.h, 
for the different sized splwr"" Rll "'ppear<'cl to fi t 01lto tll<' S>lJue lillP with nt. whieh meant 
lh ftt the lpngth of tbe wake WlI>; clil'f'('tiy proportiona l to the diam~t~) of th" sphpr~. 
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Fi)',nr~ 6.9, Innicrrtion of t< ('f'll f8o('~ Wilh" red arrow f,-,r which th~ mas" flow iR raknlatoo. 
This was p<'rf,-,rmP<i for ~M'h Cf'll fac<l th"t is P{)"i l i on~rl nn th~ ollt~idp "I lh~ nomll;n. 
The ll'llnerielll data obt>l.illL~1 from the :;';-avicr-Stoke>< flow "olver wa" ill do/;e agreem~llt 
with the e>.peri lJll' lItal dBta. up to a R"yDold" numb€r of 80. Tlw plot whidl lIoKl it lo~ 
,,"ale for the He,nlOld» Il\ LlIllJl'l pro<!,,{i)u a ~tl ai;;ht Jim' [or all data w Is. exd\ldin~ til" 
nlll11eri~aI result a l. a Re of 00. The data from the );a~ier-St.okc", ""IYeT prodlleed II line 
with the ~mlll' gradient eollll''',rL~1 ju t he experimellt al result". althollgh at the higil,--"t. 
R~Yllold~ llUmber t he dillll'Il"ionlc"", wake leIlgth dl"'iatL~1 with", lar)',l'r yalne. 
6.5 Mass Balance 
To lend further credib ility to t he qu:unitaliw ,'alidalioll, II Ill"'*' balance ",J,i; perIorlllL~1 
over t,he domain to e""ur~ t h"t tll<' net 11m: over the Rimllhtion Spf<Cf' was '.'-'m. This 
was done for the ~ter<dy :;tat.A 801\llio1\8 for t,he flow MOllnd ~ solid sphAre at a R~ynolds 
nllml)€r of 73.G. Simulations w€I1' pArfOrmed using hoth th€ Stokes flow solwr ane! th~ 
;..-(l\'i~r-Stokes flow ,;olver , Th€ 11m", flow rate t hrough €a<:h r>J.<;~ of th~ IC,(;( till~lllar domaiu 
W1\!; "akll\ated b,' th~ post pruCl"",in~ software, Panwiew, Figure 6.fl show~ (he meshed 
groHlAtry with the flow inlet laC<' colomed in (lC'mg~, Th~ red arrow point" to the lare 01 
an inclividual Cf'l l 
Th~ total flow throll~h one of th€ siue; of the doma-in is gi\'en in equu t ion Wt'i, 












In eq. (6.1), FT [mg/ s] is the total flow through the side of the domain, Vn,i [mm/ s] is the 
average normal velocity of the cell face, A [mm2 ] is the area of the cell face and p is the 
density of the fluid which is 1 mg/mm3 . The total flow through each side was calculated. 
The overall relative error is given in equation (6.2). 
FT' -FT t 
E ,zn ,ou 100()1 rr = x /0 
FT,in 
(6.2) 
Table 6.1 gives the relative errors for different mesh sizes. These errors are all well below 
1 %. The table shows a slight trend of decreasing error with increasing refinement for both 
solvers. Generally speaking, mass flow rate was considered to be suitably conserved over 
the simulation domain for the purposes of the investigation in this thesis. 
Table 6.1: Mass balance results for different mesh sizes. 
Percentage error 
Mesh size (cells) Stokes solver Navier-Stokes solver 
1536 7.16xlO-4% 0.209% 
1984 5.17xlO-4% 0.208% 
3720 5.18xlO-4% 0.206% 
6.6 Summary 
The validation of the N avier-Stok s simulation for the flow past a solid sphere was reported 
in this chapter by observing the changes in the flow field around the sphere at different 
Reynolds numbers. By comparison with published experimental data, it was shown that 
the solver predicted the correct flow fields at Reynolds numbers of 26.8 and 73.6, as well 
as demonstrated similar trends in the variation of the wake length with Reynolds number. 
Furthermore, surface domain integration showed that the mass balance was closed subject 
to suitably low errors. The N avier-Stokes solver was therefore considered to be sufficiently 
accurate for the purpose of testing the Stokes flow solver up to a Reynolds number value 
of 80. 
We note also that flow past a solid sphere, in which case a no-slip boundary condition 
must be imposed on the sphere, involves a discontinuity in the solution. On the other 
hand, flow past a bubble, for which the free-slip condition applies, solves far more eas-
ily. We can therefore with confidence assume that the restrictions arising from the solid 











This approach is necessary because there is not equivalent experimental data available for 
bubbles. 
This exercise therefore justifies the approach adopted in the remainder of this thesis 
with the end goal being to find the Reynolds number range where the Stokes solver could 
be used to accurately predict the flow around both the solid sphere and the bubble. These 













In this chapter, we attempt to gauge accuracy of the Stokes solution by observing how 
far it departs from the solution predicted by the Navier-Stokes equatio s as a function 
of Reynolds number. Analyses are carried out for both flow around a solid sphere and 
flow around a bubble. The NVS solution, which, according to the validation presented 
in chapter 6 can be accepted as a sufficiently accurate benchmark was compared with 
the Stokes solution. As the Stokes velocity field was compared with the NVS velocity 
field, the error analysis was split into two parts. Firstly, the relative difference between 
both solution fields based on the velocity magnitude was determined and regarded as the 
magnitude error in the Stokes solution. Secondly, the average angle between vectors at 
corresponding nodes for the Stokes and NVS solution fields was determined as the angular 
error. This approach was chosen to avoid calculating the relative error of the individual 
velocity components, because some components particularly in the y and z directions were 
close to zero, which forced the relative error to be extremely large. By calculating relative 
errors using the velocity magnitudes and determining the angles between the vectors, all 
components of the solution data were used in the analysis. By determining the Reynolds 
range over which the Stokes solution is accurate enough, this will effectively be a way to 
partition the solution domain in a real reactor. 
In Figures 7.1 and 7.2 the NVS and Stokes velocity magnitude fields are shown for a 
Re of 75. In these simulations the mesh was refined twice using the Stokes refinement 
algorithm explained in chapter 4. Both NVS and Stokes simulations used a mesh consist-
ing of 3720 cells with identical Be's. These solutions represent the highest Re explored, 
thus also differ the most in the Reynolds number range. The essential difference between 
the NVS velocity field in Fig. 7.1 compared to the Stokes velocity field in Fig. 7.2 is 
that the velocities around the bubble are higher and a long, low velocity 'tail' exists on 











thp cOl1wCliw t ~rn l (JV V~· in 1he l\VS IlH\lIll'U (\LTl! bulun,"'. whid! L~ nut illdnd , ~1 in ti", 
S1ok.:;" llLUl ll ~utuUl 1",1,,,,,,,, Thi" i~ ab(\ {'onoiu"n~1 to h" a" inertial t "Tm i"' It ")llt.i\ll!~ 
(he pn><I,,<"t of ' '''"-;,; (<I"" tn 1') " '1(1 spA t ia l ",; ... ~ler"1io" of 1.h ~ tlu;d 
Figure 7.1 Sed.ioJl of NVS w loeity magmt\l(k fidel for th~ flm,- past ~ hnhhle Rt R 
I\~ynojd, numb er of 75, 
Fi!',ure 72; SectioJl of Stokp_" velocity magnitude field for t he flo,," Pfl.S1 a huhh lp fL.1 ~ 











7.1 Error Analysis 
7.1.1 The Role of the Convective Term 
In determining the cause of the error between the Stokes and the NVS solutions, the 
role of the convective term pv· Vv in the NVS momentum balance with respect to the 
flow field is established. Firstly, at high Reynolds numbers (Re = DvU) the free stream 
fluid velocity U is typically high and at low Re the free stream velocity is low. The con-
vective term contains the dot product of the velocity v and the gradient of the velocity Vv. 
In this specific case for flow around a bubble, the 'slip' Be imposed on the sphere surface 
means that the fluid flows smoothly around the bubble, and as a result there are no steep 
velocity gradients regardless of the value of Re. Thus the term Vv does not vary by orders 
of magnitude when Re is varied. 
However for high values of Re the velocity is high, which means that the convective 
term is significantly large. At low Reynolds numbers the velocity is low, which means 
that the convective term is small. Thus at increasingly lower values of Re, the convective 
term in the NVS momentum balance approaches zero, which also means that difference 
between the NVS and Stokes solution should approach zero too. 
7.1.2 Analysis Methods 
The relative error between the NVS and the Stokes solutions was calculated at each node 
in the solution domain, using th  velocity magnitudes. The relative error field between 
the Stokes and the NVS solutions is defined in equation (7.1). 
( ) _ IlIunvsll-lluslll err x, y, z - Ilunvsll (7.1) 
In equation (7.1), U nvs and Us are the NVS and Stokes velocity fields respectively and 
Ilunvsll and Ilusll are the NVS and Stokes velocity magnitude fields respectively. The 
volume-average relative error E was calculated by volume integrating eq. (7.1) and dividing 
by the total volume, and is shown in eq (7.2). 




The post-processing software Paraview was used to perform both calculations described 











(7.2) was performed correctly, a known, constant relative error field was imposed, simu-
lated, and compared to the value calculated by the Paraview software. The results were 
identical. The full test calculations are available in the Appendix. 
The angle between the NVS velocity vector and the Stokes velocity vector at a node 
defined by Stewart (2001) is of the form eq. (7.3). 
(7.3) 
The velocities unvs,n and us,n are the nodal NVS and Stokes velocity vectors respectively. 
The average angle between the NVS and Stokes solution field is given in eq. (7.4). 
(j = .:;..,J v,--()_(_x_, y_, z....;.)_d_V 
vtotal 
(7.4) 
Equation (7.4) gives the volume averaged error angle between corresponding NVS and 
Stokes solution vectors in the domain. A numerical challenge associated with equation 
(7.3) is that for the flow past a solid sphere, a zero velocity (no slip) Be is assumed on the 
sphere surface. Equation (7.3) calculated the NVS and Stokes vectors to be perpendicular 
on the sphere surface, despite their velocities each being zero, thus introducing a 0.05% 
error in the overall calculation of (j for Re=30. This error calculation is available in the 
appendix. 
7.1.3 The Error Domain 
It was found that significant error between the Stokes and NVS solutions was only present 
in the region immediately adjacent to the sphere and in the wake, for both the flow around 
the solid sphere and the bubble. For this reason, the error analysis was performed in these 
regions specifically and not over the entire solution domain. Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.1 
presented in the beginning of this chapter show sections of the Stokes and NVS velocity 
magnitude fields respectively, for flow around a bubble at a Re of 75. The NVS flow 
solution contains high velocities around the sphere and low velocities in the wake, which 
is not the case in the Stokes flow solution. Figure 7.4 is a section of the relative error field 
between these solutions. In this error field, dark blue indicates zero error and red indicates 
a relative error of 65%, thus confirming the regions discussed above. The relative error 
field for the flow around a bubble at a Re of 1 is shown in Figure 7.3, indicating a much 
lower error in the vicinity of the sphere and no error in the wake. This decrease in error 
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In finding the error trends between the NVS and the Stokes solutions, this will provide 
sufficient information which may be used to choose either the steady NVS or the steady 
Stokes method for solving the fluid flow equations around a bubble, depending on the 
Reynolds number and acceptable error for the specific problem. In terms of a real bubble 
column, the solution domain may be partitioned by using the accuracy of the solver and 
Figure 7.12 and 7.13 above to determine the Reynolds number that should be used as the 














When describing the flow of a fluid past a bubble using a mathematical model, ie. either 
the NVS or the Stokes model, a primary issue is the accuracy of the numerical result 
compared to the physically observed flow field. In Chapter 6, it was shown that the NVS 
model predicted the flow of water around a solid sphere for the Reynolds number range 
of interest, to some degree of error, where experimental data was used in the comparison. 
Additional error between the numerical solution and the physical flow field creeps in when 
the Stokes model is used, due to its assumption of zero convective flow. 
In the finite element method, the FEM solution should converge to the exact solution 
as the number of computational cells in the domain increases to infinity. Due to a FEM 
problem containing a finite number of elements, there is always some error between the 
FEM solution and a hypothetical perfect solution, which is highlighted in Figure 8.1 by 
Error 5. The value of Error 5 depends on the FEM code used, such as the choice of fi-
nite element, preconditioner, solver, etc. The FEM code for the 3-D incompressible NVS 
solver had been validated against the analytical solution for Beltrami flow, where the 
unsteady term balances the viscous term and the convective term balances the pressure 
term (Etheir and Steinman, 1994). Errors 1 to 4 will be discussed in this chapter, with the 
focus on finding the solution which minimises the computational time required to solve 
the problem whilst still maintaining suitable accuracy. 
However, the focus of this study was not to improve the performance of the existing NVS 
model, but rather to propose a model which predicted the flow field around a bubble with 
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Figure 8.1: Diagram showing the different errors between the various FEM solutions 
obtained. 
8.1 Error Analysis on the Bubble 
8.1.1 Comparison between the NVS and the Stokes Solutions 
The errors between the NVS and the Stokes solutions as a function of Re presented in 
Chapter 7, Section 2, are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3, which include plots of both the 
coarsest and the finest meshes used on the same axes. Thus the error introduced by using 
a coarser mesh instead of a finer one was determined. Graphs of both the relative error 
based on velocity magnitude and the average angle are used in the analysis. 
Figure 8.2 shows the increase in relative error between the NVS and the Stokes solu-
tions, which is apparent for both the coarse mesh of 1536 cells and the fine mesh of 3720 
cells. Below a Reynolds number of 1, relative errors are typically below 2% while for 
1 < Re < 30 the errors increase from 2% to 6%. As the Re is increased further, the error 
appears to increase slightly. This error may be attributed to the low velocity 'tail' region 
behind the bubble which the NVS solver predicts but the Stokes solver does not. This 
graph shows the expected trend that the error increases with increasing Reynolds num-
ber, because the convective term from the NVS momentum balance becomes increasingly 
important. The role of the convective term is summarised in chapter 7.1.1. 
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low velocity region behind the sphere increasing in length with Re, and actually exceed-
ing the length of the error domain. As this low velocity region is a primary source of 
error because it does not exist in the Stokes flow simulations: it may be the cause of the 
saturation. In terms of the NVS and Stokes equations, there is too much uncertainty 
about how the terms behave in the very high Re region and the region of interest is where 
the error is between 1-2% anyway. 
In a similar manner to the analysis on the relative errors above, the errors on the an-
gles were also taken into account. Figure 8.3 shows this for both the coarse mesh and the 
fine mesh. Again the general trend was a steep rise in the average angle for 1 < Re < 30. 
This trend was identical to that found in Figure 8.2, where the relative error was plotted 
with Re. Finally the effect of mesh size on the average angles was found to be negligible. 
These observations from Fig. 8.3 are consistent with those found in Figure 8.2, meaning 
that an increase in magnitude error was always accompanied by an increase in angle be-
tween the NVS and Stokes solutions. By taking into account both the errors with respect 
to the velocity magnitude and the direction, every component of the solution data was 
analysed. 
Another point to consider is that the volume averaged error is a function of the size of 
the constricted error domain, and decreases with increasing size if the error is significant 
in only a small volume of the overall domain. However, if the constricted domain is too 
small, then important differences between the two solutions would not be included in the 
calculation. Thus according to the information presented in Chapter 7, Section 1.2, the 
error domain was a sufficient size over which the volume integrated errors were calculated. 
It is important to note that the size of the error domain affects the magnitude of the 
errors, since the further away the boundary lies from the sphere (around which the error 
is concentrated), the lower the volume-averaged error will be. However, the specific error 
domain size used was suitable for the purpose of implementing the results in a larger 
model framework as the region of interest was the volume in the vicinity of the bubble. 
The error domain was increased until it incorporated all significant error, and this domain 
was fixed for all further calculation of error. By still enlarging this domain: the volume 
averaged relative errors would decrease, but the error trend would remain the same over 
the range of Re. If the error domain was made smaller, then the results would not accu-
rately represent the error between the NVS and Stokes solutions. 











resents Error 1, illustrated in Figure 8.1, and the data plotted for 1536 cells (coarse mesh) 
represents Error 3. Thus Error 1 is approximately equal to Error 3 for the Reynolds 
number range of interest. The importance of this result will be discussed further on, and 
Errors 2 and 4 will be determined in the next subsection. 
8.1.2 Refinement Errors 
In this subsection the solutions determined using meshes of 1536 cells and 3720 cells are 
compared for each of the NVS and Stokes solutions. This corresponds to Error 2 from 
Figure 8.1 for the NVS solutions and to Error 4 for the Stokes solutions. Unlike the 
comparison between the NVS and Stokes solutions which resulted in Errors 1 and 3, a 
volume averaged error was not calculated. Instead, the velocity magnitude profile was 
plotted over two lines in the 3-D domain space, together which represented the most 
important flow trends. This was done because a direct comparison between the two 
solutions was not possible as the comparison involves calculating the relative errors at 
each node in the computational domain. As different sized meshes were used in the 
simulations, a different number of nodes existed in each mesh. Figure 8.4 shows the two 
lines, where Line 1 is parallel to the bulk flow direction from left to right and runs directly 
through the center of the bubble, and in the wake. Line 2 is positioned 7.5mm behind 
the bubble, perpendicular to the main flow direction, along the y-axis. Significant fluid 
velocity gradients in the y-direction occur around the bubble, which are identical to those 
in the z-direction as the solution is symmetrical about Line 1. Both Lines 1 and 2 are 
positioned in the middle of the domain with respect to the z-axis. 
Comparisons between the NVS and Stokes solutions for different mesh sizes are shown 
in Figures 8.5 to 8.8, where each graph contains the velocity magnitude plot for each of 
the three different sized meshes used, namely those containing 1536, 1984 and 3720 cells. 
The graphs show these results at a Reynolds number of 15, although the same plots were 
produced at a Re of 1, which showed identical trends, and are not shown. Additional 
plots at higher Reynolds numbers were not made as the relative errors from Fig. 8.2 and 
Fig. 8.3 did not increase substantially above a Re of 20, thus the range of interest over 
which the error increased was covered. 
In Figure 8.5, the velocity magnitudes are plotted along Line 1 for a Re of 15, and the 
solution for the mesh of 1536 cells is drawn in black, whilst the solutions for the meshes 
of 1984 cells and 3720 cells are drawn in red and blue respectively. The red and blue lines 
show almost identical solutions, while the black line is slightly above the other two in the 
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8.2 Computational Requirements 
In order to determine the increase in computational speed by solving the Stokes equa-
tions compared with the NVS equations, varying mesh sizes and Reynolds numbers were 
tested using both the Stokes and NVS programs for the flow around a bubble. These 
simulations were run on the Chimera cluster, using a 2.2 GHz processor and 8 Gb of 
RAM. Additional NVS programs were run using multithreading, where the assembling of 
the matrix equations was performed on four of the 2.2 GHz processors simultaneously, so 
that the effect of multiple CPU use was determined. Table 8.1 gives the computational 
times using different mesh sizes, for both the Stokes and the NVS solvers at a Reynolds 
number of 1. 
Table 8.1: Computational times for flow around a bubble at a Re of 1. 
Computational time 
Mesh size (cells) Stokes solver NVS solver (1 CPU) NVS solver (4 CPU's) 
1536 49s Ih 1min 41s 44min 57s 
1984 Imin 2s Ih 30min 31s Ih 8min 46s 
3720 2min 5s 3h 15min 4s 2h 31min 39s 
The most significant trend in Table 8.1 is that the NVS equations take two orders of 
magnitude longer to solve compared with the time required to solve the Stokes equations. 
This is true for each of the different mesh sizes. The NVS solutions using 4 CPU's are 
obtained in approximately 75% of the time required to solve using only 1 CPU. Finally, as 
the refinement of the mesh increases, the calculation times increase. Table 8.2 represents 
analogous data to table 8.1, for a Reynolds number of 15. Identical trends to those found in 
table 8.1 were observed, namely an approximate 25% decrease in the computational time 
when multithreading was implemented, a significant difference in computational time for 
the Stokes algorithm compared with the NVS algorithm, and an increase in computational 
time with mesh refinement. 
Table 8.2: Computational times for flow around a bubble at a Re of 15. 
Computational time 
Mesh size (cells) Stokes solver NVS solver (1 CPU) NVS solver (4 CPU's) 
1536 44s Ih 16min 29s 54min 39s 
1984 Imin Is 2h 15min 43s Ih 39min 58s 











It is clear the steady NVS solution required a much greater computational time to solve 
compared with the steady Stokes solution, so that in simulating the steady flow around 
a bubble, the Stokes flow approximation would significantly save computational power. 
Although the unsteady state NVS equations were solved, and the solution was allowed to 
converge to a steady solution which significantly added to the computational time, this 
approach was justified because an accurate steady solution may be calculated by stepping 
forward in time in small time increments. Even though the Stokes solutions only apply 
when the Reynolds number is less than 1, there is significant value in modelling the flow 
around bubbles at these values of Re. If this low velocity region occupies 20% of the bub-
ble column, then this study shows that the computational time is reduced by effectively 
20%. 
From the data presented, the Stokes flow solutions at a Reynolds number of less than 
1 are accurate and do not require a great deal of computational time. In addition, accu-
rate solutions are obtained for both the Stokes and NVS algorithms using the intermediate 














In this work a fundamentally different approach was used in developing a bubble column 
model. A "cell" model was constructed which was used to calculate the flow of water past 
a bubble. This model may be incorporated into a larger framework such as a population 
balance model with the purpose of using less computational power in solving for the hy-
drodynamics of the whole bubble column reactor. However the focus of the study was 
on the analysis of the Reynolds number range where the Stokes equations could be used 
to predict the velocity field in the vicinity of the bubble instead of the full NVS equations. 
It was found that the simulation results from the "cell" model for the flow of water past a 
solid sphere when solving the NVS equations were in good agreement with experimental 
data for the Reynolds number range of 25 to 80. The Stokes model only predicted similar 
velocity fields to the NVS model at low Reynolds numbers, typically below 1. As the 
Reynolds number was increased, the Stokes solution deviated further from the NVS solu-
tion. The Stokes solution failed to predict the circulating eddies and backmixing which 
developed behind the solid sphere at Reynolds numbers above 40. 
For the flow of water past a bubble, the Stokes flow model produced very similar flow 
fields to the NVS flow model at Reynolds numbers below 1, where the NVS flow field 
was determined to be correct. At higher Reynolds numbers, the Stokes flow model did 
not predict the high velocities on the bubble surface and the low velocity region or wake 
behind the bubble. Such phenomena were observed when the NVS flow equations were 
solved, thus it was concluded that the convective term in the NVS equations is needed in 
order to predict these. The relative error based on the velocity magnitude was less than 












The computational time required to solve the NVS equations for the flow around the 
bubble was considerably greater than that required to solve the Stokes equations, where 
the NVS flow solver took two orders of magnitude longer. As the number of computa-
tional cells doubled, the computation time increased by a factor of approximately two. 
Finally, the error analysis performed in this work may be used to partition a bubble 
column into regions governed by the Stokes equations with the remainder of the column 
governed by the NVS equations, which would help reduce the computational load. The 
movement of bubbles in clusters in the column may provide another opportunity to use 
the Stokes model as the relative velocity of the bubbles is such that very low Reynolds 
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erivation of the N avier-Stokes 
quations 
In this appendix, the mass, momentum and energy balances are derived from first prin-
ciples for incompressible fluid flow in 3-D. The substantial derivative, which is used in 
these balances is introduced first. 
A.I The Substantial Derivative 
The substantial derivative is given by equation (A.1). 
D¢ 8¢ 8¢dx 8¢dy 8¢dz 
Dt = 8t + 8x dt + 8y dt + 8z dt (A.I) 
For a given particle, the property per unit mass, ¢, is a function of position (x, y, z) and 
time, t. Buffier (2007) stated that the terms 
8¢ dx 8¢ dy 8¢ dz 
--+--+--
8x dt 8y dt 8z dt 
are the convective part of the function and describe the variation of ¢ in space. The 
term !?tIf is local and describes the variation in the field with time at a given point. The 
substantial derivative is used when the particle is not following the flow field. In the case 
of a fluid particle which follows the flow field, : = v x , o/if = Vy and ~ = Vz . The total 












The total derivative can be expressed in a slightly different form too: 
a~t¢) + div(p¢v) = 
a¢ ap . 
= p at + ¢ at + p¢dzvv + vgrad(p¢) 
= p ~~ + ¢ ~ + p¢divv + pvgrad¢ + ¢vgradp 
= p [: + vgrad¢] + ¢ [: + pdivv + vgradP] 
= p [~~ + vgrad¢] + ¢ [~ + diV(PV)] 
= p [: + v grad¢ ] 
D¢ 
=p Dt 
Where div(pv) = pdivv + vgradp 
The term, ¢ [~+ div(pv)] equates to zero due to the mass conservation equation, which 
will be formulated in the next section (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007). 
A.2 Derivation of the Continuity Equation 
This derivation was extracted from (Geankoplis, 2003). 
From the law of conservation of mass: 
(rate of mass into fluid element)-(rate of mass out of fluid element) = {accumulation of 
mass inside fluid element) 
Figure A.1 illustrates a typical fluid element. 
In the x-direction: 
(rate of mass in)=(pvx)x~Y~z 
(rate of mass out)=(pvx)x+~x~Y~z 
(accumulation) = ~ ~x~Y ~z 
Mass flow equations for the y-direction and the z-direction are obtained in a similar way. 
Adding all these expressions and dividing by ~x~y~z gives eq. (A.3). 
(tn'x)x - (pvx)x+~x + (pvy)y - (pvy)y+~y + (pvz)z - (tn'z)z+~z = ap (A.3) 


















Figure A.I: Mass fluxes into and out of a fluid element. 
Taking the limit as ~x, ~y and ~z each approach zero yields eq. (A.4), which is the 
mass balance equation. 
(A.4) 
For incompressible fluids of constant density, eq. (A.4) becomes the continuity equation, 
eq. (A.5). 
(
r7 ) _ (8vx 8vy 8vz) _ 0 
V'V - -+-+--
8x 8y 8z 
(A.5) 
V·v=O 
A.3 Derivation of the Momentum Balance 
This derivation was extracted from (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 2007) and (Geankoplis, 
2003). 
The starting point is Newton's second law which states that the sum of the forces acting 











given in eq. (A.6). 
"F = dP 
~ dt 
(A.6) 
The sum of forces acting on a fluid element equals the rate of change of momentum of 
that fluid element. This can also be expressed as: 
(rate of momentum in) - (rate of momentum out) + (sum of forces acting on system) 
= (rate of momentum accumulation) 
In the x-direction: 
(rate of momentum in)=(pvxvx)xb.yb.z + (pvyvx)yb.xb.z + (pvzvx)zb.xb.y 
(rate of momentum out)=(pvxvx)x+~xb.yb.z + (pVyVx)y+~yb.xb.z + (pvzvx)z+~zb.xb.y 
(accumulation of momentum)=a(~x)b.xb.yb.z 
Inserting the terms above into the expression for the conservation of momentum, di-
viding by b.xb.yb.z and taking the limit as b.x, b.y and b.z each approach zero yields eq. 
(A.7). 
(A.7) 
Note that the term in square brackets represents the net momentum flow in the x-direction 
by convection. Expanding eq. (A.7) gives eq. (A.8). 
(A.8) 
Using the general form of the continuity equation, eq. (A.4), and multiplying through by 
Vx gives eq. (A.9). 
(A.9) 












Rearranging eq. (A.lO) gives eq. (A.11). 
(A.11) 
Using the definition of the total derivative, the result is eq. (A.12). 
(A.12) 
In a similar manner equations (A.13) and (A.14) may be derived for the yand z directions 
respectively. 
Dvy = '\:"" R 
P Dt ~ y 
Dvz _ '\:"" F 
P Dt -~ z 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
The forces acting on the fluid element can be grouped into two categories, namely surfaces 
forces and body forces. Surface forces include pressure and viscous forces. Body forces 
include centrifugal, gravitational, Coriolis and electromagnetic forces. Body forces are 
included in the overall source term in the momentum equation. An illustration of a fluid 
element is shown in Figure A.2, where Tij denotes viscous stress. The subscript i denotes 
the surface normal and the j denotes the direction of the stress. The stress Tii indicates 













Figure A.2: Stress components on a fluid element. 
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In the x-direction: 
The total force due to surface stresses can be calculated with the aid of Figure A.3. The 
stress and pressure terms which are shown on each of the faces in Figure A.3 represent the 
respective quantities at the center of the face. The net force for the East and West faces is: 
[ (p - ap .! .6. x) - (7: _.il!:.tt l.6.x)] .6.y.6.z + [- (p + 8P .! .6.x) + (7: +.il!:.tt l.6.x)] .6.y.6.z ax 2 xx Ox 2 Ox 2 xx Ox 2 
The net force for the North and South faces is: 
( 
B~xl) (BT~l) - 7: - ---.6.y .6.x.6.z + 7: + ---.6.y .6.x.6.z yx By 2 yx By 2 
The net force for the Top and Bottom faces is: 
- T - --.6.z .6.x.6.y + T + ---uz .6.x.6.y ( 
O~xl) (O~xIA) 
zx OZ 2 zx OZ 2 
Adding the forces for each of the faces and diving by the control volume (.6.x.6.y.6.z) 
gives the net force due to surface stresses: 
O(-P+Txx) OTyx OTzx ----'-----'- + -- + --
ox oy oz 
Equating the net surface force and source term with the rate of change of momentum in 
the x-direction gives eq. (A.15). 
(A.I5) 
In a similar manner equations (A.I6) and (A.17) may be derived for the yand z directions 
respectively. 
Dvy _ OTxy 0 (-P + Tyy) OTzy S 












For Newtonian fluids, the viscous stresses are proportional to the rates of deformation. 
The viscous stress components are given by equations (A.18) to (A.23). 
avx ( ) 
Txx = 2/-L ax + >. \7. v (A.I8) 
av 
Tyy = 2/-L a: + >. (\7 . v) (A.I9) 
avz ( ) 
Tzz = 2/-L az + >. \7. v (A.20) 
(avx avy ) 
Txy = Tyx = /-L ay + ax (A.21) 
(avx avz ) 
Txz = Tzx = /-L az + ax (A.22) 
(avy avz ) 
Tyz = Tzy = J.L az + ay (A.23) 
The dynamic viscosity, /-L, relates stress to linear deformation and the second viscosity, 
>., relates stress to volumetric deformation. For incompressible fluids, \7 . v = 0, thus 
the second viscosity term is neglected. These viscous stress terms are derived from first 




Figure A.4 illustrates the deformation of a fluid element. 
The fluid element deforms by an angle, d</J, over time, de, given in eq. (A.25). 
d</J = 










































Figure A.4: Deformation of a two-dimensional fluid element due to shear. 









Figure A.5: Deformation of a two-dimensional fluid element due to shear. 
The fluid element deforms by an angle, d¢, over time, dO, given in eq. (A.28). 
~dyd(} 
d¢ = __ d,,--Y __ 
dy 















d¢ = _ dvx _ dvy 
dO dy dx 
(A.29) 
Substitution of equation (A.29) into eq. (A.27) gives eq. (A.2I). Equations (A.22) and 
(A.23) can be derived in a similar manner. The general relationship can be concluded 
from equations (A.2I) to (A.23): 
The substitution of the viscous stresses from equations (A.18) to (A.23) into eq. (A.15) 
gives eq. (A.30). 
Dvx _ ~ (_p 2 avx ) ~ (avx avy ) ~ (avx avz ) s 
P Dt - ax + J1, ax + J1, ay ay + ax + J1, az az + ax + x (A.30) 
Multiplying the terms out gives eq. (A.3I). 
(A.3I) 
Rearranging the terms in eq. (A.31) gives eq. (A.32). 
(A.32) 
Substituting the continuity equation [eV . v) = 0) into eq. (A.32) gives eq. (A.33). 
(A.33) 














Equations (A.34) and (A.35) are represented in vector form in eq. (A.36). 
Dv 
p Dt = - V' P + J.l V'2v + F (A.36) 
A.4 Converting the Navier-Stokes Equations into a 
Dimensionless Form 
This derivation was reported in the work by (Clift et al., 1978). 
The momentum balance in the Navier-Stokes equations is given byeq. (A.37). 
(A.37) 
The following dimensionless quantities are defined, where the variables L, Vo, Po and hv 
are reference quantities. 
I V I X I Y 
V = Va' x = L' Y = L' 
P, ,_ (p - Po - pghv) 
m - \/,2 , 
P 0 
I Z 
Z = L' 
I tVo t =-
L 
Expanding the total derivative term in equation (A.37) gives eq. (A.38): 
























az ay' ' 
ap' . pVo2) 
az' L 
Inserting the modified terms back into the Navier-Stokes equation, eq. (A.3S) results in 
eq. (A.39). 
(A.39) 
Dividing eq. (A.39) through by p~2 produces the dimensionless form of the Navier-Stokes 
equation, eq. (AAO). 
Dv' _ r7p' 1 r72 , ---v +-v v 
Dt' Re 
A.5 Derivation of the Energy Balance Equation 
(AAO) 
The derivation for the energy balance equation was extracted from (Versteeg and Malalasek-
era, 2007) and (Geankoplis, 2003). 
The energy equation was derived from the first law of thermodynamics, which states 
that the rate of change of energy of a fluid particle is equal to the rate of heat addition to 
the particle plus the rate of work done on that particle. The rate of work done on the fluid 
element is equal to the product of the force and velocity components in the direction of 
the force. Figure A.3 was used to determine the total rate of work done in the x-direction, 












Equation (A.41) simplifies to eq. (A.42). 
(A.42) 
In a similar manner, the net work done by surface forces may be determined for the 
y-directions and z-directions, given in equations (A.43) and (A.44) respectively. 
(A.43) 
(A.44) 
The total rate of work done on the fluid particle by surface stresses per unit volume is 
the sum of equations (A.42) to (A.44), and is expressed in eq. (A.45). 
(A.45) 
The heat flux through the element can be calculated with the aid of Figure A.B. 
The net rate of heat transfer by conduction in the x-direction is: 
[ ( 
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Figure A.6: Differential element including the heat fluxes through the element. 
The net rates of heat transfer by conduction in the y and z directions are: 
Adding the rates of heat transfer in each direction and dividing by the control volume 
gives the total rate of heat transfer due to heat flows, eq. (A.46). 
From Fourier's law of heat conduction: 
Thus q = -k grad T. 
aT 
qz = -k-az 
(A.46) 











k is eq. (A.47). 
(A.47) 
The total rate of change of energy, P~~: of a fluid particle is equal to the sum of equations 
(A.45) and (A.47), plus any other sources which includes gravitational potential energy. 
It should be mentioned that by analogy to the N avier-Stokes equations, the total deriva-
tive includes the convective fluxes of energy entering and leaving the differential volume 
element. The energy, E, includes both internal and kinetic energy. Thus the energy equa-
tion is eq. (A.48). 
(A.48) 
The component of internal energy is: 
Expanding the component of internal energy gives eq. (A.49). 
(A.49) 
The internal energy term may be represented in the form eq. (A.50). 
(A.50) 












Note that Si = SE - v . SM. Substituting equations (A.18) to (A.23) into eq. (A.51) 
and rearranging yields eq. (A.52). 
Di 
p- = -Pdiv v + k\12T + <P + Si 
Dt 
The term, <P, is given in eq. (A.53). 
(A.52) 
(A.53) 
Finally for the special case of an incompressible fluid, i = CpT and (\1 . v) = 0, thus the 














Calculation of the relative error 
The volume averaged relative error calculation performed in Paraview was tested by con-
structing solutions with identical values throughout the domain for both the NVS and 
Stokes solutions and manually calculating the relative error. This calculation is performed 
below. 
The NVS velocity at each node in the solution domain was set to < 2,2,2 > and the 
Stokes velocity at each node was set to < 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 >. The volume averaged relative 
error obtained in Paraview for these two solutions was v'0.75. 
Using these solution fields, the relative error between the NVS and Stokes solutions at a 
node is: 
( ) _ Illunvsll-JJuslll err x, y, z - II U nvs II 
Ilunvsll = v'22 + 22 + 22 = v'i2 
Ilusll = v'0.52 + 0.52 + 0.52 = v'0.75 
J12 - v'0.75 












The volume averaged error for the entire domain is: 





This value is exactly equal to the value calculated in Paraview. 
Calculation of the average angle between the solution fields 
The volume averaged angle calculation performed in Paraview was tested by construct-
ing solutions with identical values throughout the domain for both the NVS and Stokes 
solutions and manually calculating the average angle. This calculation is performed below. 
The NVS velocity at each node in the solution domain was set to < 1,1,1 > and the 
Stokes velocity at each node was set to < -1, -1, -1 >. 
The angle between the NVS and Stokes vectors at a node is 
( 
Unvs n . Us n ) 
On = arccos Ilunvs,~IIII~,nll 
() ( 
< 1,1,1 >. < -1,-1,-1 > ) = arccos 
n II < 1,1,1 > IIII < -1, -1, -1 > 1\ 
()n = arccos ( ~~) 
8n = arccos ( -1) = IT 
The volume averaged angle is 
(j = .:;...:Iv~8_(~x_, y_, z-,-)_d_V 
vtotal 
(j = Iv ITdV = IT 
vtotal 
This value was exactly equal to the value calculated in Paraview. 
Calculation of error introduced into (j for Re=30 
The calculation of the angle between vectors is inaccurate when the velocities approach 











be an angle of zero between them. When using the formulae for calculating the angle 
between these vectors, the result is 90 0 • Despite this, it is shown that for the flow around 
a solid sphere, where the velocity is specified as zero everywhere on the surface of the 
sphere, the error introduced is not significant. Thus for the flow around a bubble, where 
the velocities are higher, the error is even less significant. This calculation is shown below. 
The refined cells on the surface of the sphere had a thickness of ~ 1.1mm. 
Volume of single layer of cells around sphere = ~1r (8.6 - 7.5) 
=4.607669mm3 
Total domain volume = 265098mm3 
Assume worst case of average cell angle of 900 = 1r /2 radians 
The volume integrated angle for the volume of cells around the sphere is 
e = r ~dV = 7.237709 iv 2 
The total volume integrated angle by Paraview including the error above = 13036.4 
Percentage error= 7.237709 x 100 = 0 05% 13036.4 . 
Effect of time step size on steady state solution 
Figure B.l provides the volume averaged relative error between a given steady NVS solu-
tion using a particular time step size with the NVS solution which used a time step size of 
0.1 seconds. These NVS solutions were performed for flow around a bubble at a Reynolds 
number of 15. The volume averaged normalised angle is also plotted with time step size. 
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